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About this manual 
 

This manual provides a description of the operations needed to successfully run the EPV Plus 

Products. It also describes what to do in case of errors or to recover not collected data.  
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1 Introduction 
 

The EPV Plus product suite is designed to provide performance analysts, capacity planners and systems 

managers with a complete vision of their companies systems and workloads. 

 

The EPV Plus product suite includes the following products: 

 EPV zParser  

 EPV for z/OS Plus  

 EPV for DB2 Plus 

 EPV for WMQ Plus 

 EPV Graph for z/OS Plus 

 EPV for zLINUX Plus 

 

All these products are written in Perl and use SQL Data Bases (DB), except EPV Graph for z/OS Plus  

which takes input from the EPV for z/OS DB.  

Current supported DBMS are MySQL and MS SQL Server. 

 

In this manual after describing the general and specific products flow, the most important data 

collection related issues such as: 

 

 Scheduling, 

 Controlling, 

 Error checking,  

 Restarting, 

 

will be discussed. 

 

Final chapters will be dedicated to describe how to safely reload old data and how to produce HTML 

pages for a range of past dates. 
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2 Operations flow  

2.1 General flow 

 

The EPV Plus product suite is currently composed by six products: 

a) EPV zParser  (EPV PARSER); 

b) EPV for z/OS Plus (EPV z/OS); 

c) EPV for DB2 Plus (EPV DB2); 

d) EPV for WMQ Plus (EPV WMQ); 

e) EPV Graph for z/OS Plus (EPV GRAPH); 

f) EPV for zLINUX (EPV zLINUX); 

 

In Figure 1 the general products flow is presented. 

 

a) EPV PARSER reads files produced by running the IDCAMS utility with the DCOLLECT option 

(DCO), SMF records (SMF), z/VM Monitor records (ZVM), BVIR records, CSV files and IMS log 

records (LOGIMS). 

Two different IMS input types are supported: FA records written in the log by the BMC Mainview for 

IMS product (IMS) or native IMS log records. 

 

The EPV PARSER output is stored in the ZPARSER DB. 

 

b) EPV z/OS takes input from the ZPARSER DB. Additional input is needed if the Oracle's StorageTek 

Virtual Storage Manager (VSM) system is used.  

The input data is transformed in ready to use information and collected in a new set of SQL DBs which 

are a first EPV for z/OS output; they are:  

 MDETA, detailed data; 

 MTHRU, throughput data; 

 MRESA, resource utilization data; 

 MWKLA, workload activity data; 

 MWRMF, RMF interval workload analysis data; 

 MTRND, trend data; 

 MSTAT, statistical data; 

 USRZOS, user requested data. 

 

The main EPV z/OS output is a web site including an extensive correlated set of HTML static pages 

providing all the information needed for z/OS performance analysis, tuning, capacity planning and   

reporting.   

 

c) EPV DB2 takes input from the ZPARSER DB. Additional input is taken from three sequential files 

(ZPARM for parameters, DB2TAB for tablespace statistics and DB2IDX for indexspace statistics) 

which have to be produced daily by running a batch job on each DB2 subsystem. 
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All this input data are transformed in ready to use information and collected in a new set of SQL DBs 

which are a first EPV DB2 output; they are:  

 DDB2A, DDB2ADAY accounting data; 

 DDB2B, DDB2BDAY group buffer pool/buffer pool accounting data; 

 DDB2O, DDB2ODAY other data; 

 DDB2P, DDB2PDY package data; 

 DDB2S, DDB2SDAY statistical data; 

 DDB2T, trend data; 

 DDB2N, normal distribution data; 

 USRDB2, user requested data. 

 

The main EPV DB2 output is a web site including an extensive correlated set of HTML static pages 

providing all the information needed for DB2 performance analysis, tuning, capacity planning and   

reporting. 

 

d) EPV WMQ takes input from the ZPARSER DB. Additional input is taken from a sequential file 

(WMQ configuration parameters) which have to be produced daily by running a batch job on each 

WMQ subsystem. 

The input data is transformed in ready to use information and collected in a new set of SQL DBs which 

are a first EPV for WMQ output; they are:  

 QDETA, detailed data; 

 QWMQA, accounting data; 

 QWMQN, normal statistical analysis data; 

 QWMQO, other data; 

 QWMQS, statistic data; 

 QWMQT, trend data; 

 

The main EPV WMQ output is a web site including an extensive correlated set of HTML static pages 

providing all the information needed for WMQ performance analysis, tuning, capacity planning and   

reporting.   

 

 

e) EPV GRAPH takes input from the following EPV z/OS DBs:   

 MDETA (only in case the user run the EPV GRAPH with the $RECOVERY parameter set to 

‘YES’). For more information see the EPV Graph for z/OS Plus V12 Installation and 

Customization Manual (Chapter 6.13); 

 MWKLA; 

 MTHRU; 

 MTRND; 

 MRESA; 

 

EPV GRAPH produces a set of text files and starting from them it produces all the graphs. 
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In addition you can create user graphs taking input from your own text files (please refer to the EPV 

Graph for z/OS Plus V12 Installation and Customization manual for more details). 

 

f) EPV zLINUX takes input from the ZPARSER DB. The input data is transformed in ready to use 

information and collected in a new set of SQL DBs which are a first EPV for zLINUX output; they 

are:  

 LDETA, detailed data; 

 LCONF, configuration data; 

 LRESA, resource utilization data; 

 LWKLA, workload activity data; 

 LPROC, processes data; 

 LTRND, trend data; 

 LSTAT, statistical data. 

 

The main EPV zLINUX output is a web site including an extensive correlated set of HTML static 

pages providing all the information needed for zLINUX performance analysis, tuning, capacity 

planning and   reporting.   
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2.2 EPV PARSER flow 

 

EPV PARSER is composed of the following major programs: 

 

 EPVzParser.exe; by default it parses the data and loads them into the DB; it can perform only 

parsing or loading depending on the parameters set; 

 EPVzParserDbDeaccum.exe; it performs measurements de-accumulation of the appropriate 

metrics for both  SMF and ZVM data;  

 EPVzParserEndOfDay.exe; it performs end of day functions; it’s only used when collecting 

data in continuous mode; it also includes the EPVzParserDbDeaccum (see Chapter 4 for more 

information). 

 

EPVzParser.exe is the main program and it executes the following steps: 

1. Reads the SMF, DCO (IDCAMS DCOLLECT), LOGIMS,  BVIR (produced by the IBM 

TS7700 VTS), ZVM (z/VM Monitor records produced by MONWRITE) and CSV 

(Comma Separated Value) files; 

2. Creates the text files; 

3. Loads the text files into the ZPARSER Database. 

 

The SMF file is mandatory for EPV PARSER, while all the other files are optional. 

For each SMF record type two types of text files are created. One contains the header columns (.HDR) 

while the other contains the data (.TXT). 

 

While steps 1 and 2 of the EPVzParser program are always executed at the same time, the loading of 

the data into the ZPARSER database, depending on the user needs, can be executed separately. 

For this reason EPV provides a list of different EPVzParser batch scripts. 

In the following table you can find the list of all EPVzParser batch scripts provided in the 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$ProfileName/EPVZPARSER_V12/PROCS folder (where $Path  is the path 

where the EPV products have been installed): 

 

   BATCH EXPLANATION 

EPVzParser_And_DbFill_XXX.BAT (Where 

XXX stays for ZOS/ZVM/CSV) 

Reads the input files (SMF/DCO/etc..), creates 

the text files and loads the data into the 

ZPARSER Database  

EPVzParser_XXX.BAT (Where XXX stays for 

ZOS/ZVM/CSV) 

Reads the input files (SMF/DCO/etc..) and creates 

the text files 

EPVzParserDbFill_XXX.BAT (Where XXX 

stays for ZOS/ZVM/CSV) 

Loads the data into the ZPARSER Database 

EPVzParserDbDeaccum_XXX.BAT (Where 

XXX stays for ZOS/ZVM) 

Executes the de-accumulation step of some EPV 

PARSER tables 

EPVzParser_And_ZipFtp_XXX.BAT (Where 

XXX stays for ZOS/ZVM/CSV) 

Creates a zipped package which contains the 

.HDR and .TXT files produced by EPV PARSER 

in the WORK area and transfers this package in 

another server via ftp 

EPVzParserUnzip_And_Dbfil_XXX.BAT Unzips the package which contains the .HDR and 
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(Where XXX stays for ZOS/ZVM/CSV) .TXT files produced by the EPV PARSER in the 

WORK area and loads it into the ZPARSER DB. 

EPVzParserSMFRecoveryMover Moves the file into the recovery folder in case the 

reading of the file during the running of the 

ALLPHASES.BAT went wrong  

EPVzParserLogsAnalyzer.BAT Creates the EPV PARSER HTML log page 

 

The EPV PARSER product flow is presented in Figure 2. 
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2.3 EPV z/OS flow 

 

The input of EPV z/OS are the ZPARSER DB and the VSM file (if provided). 

 

EPV z/OS is composed by two main mandatory programs. They are: 

 EPVLOAD; 

 EPVHTML; 

 

The EPVLOAD program reads the input and loads the data in the following databases: 

 MDETA; 

 MTHRU; 

 MRESA; 

 MWKLA; 

 MSTAT; 

 MWRMF; 

 MTRND. 

 

The EPVHTML program reads the previous databases and produces the HTML pages. 

 

As last step EPVHTML creates the user reports by matching the content of the following exits (which 

have to be customized by the user): 

 USRCICS, including the list of the CICS transaction code to report; 

 USRIMS, including the list of the IMS transaction code to report; 

 USRADDR, including the list of the address space name to report; 

 USRJOBS, including the list of the batch job names to report; 

with the content of the EPV databases. 

 

The resulting data are loaded in the USRZOS database and reported in the User HTML pages. 

 

The EPV z/OS product flow is presented in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 
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2.4 EPV DB2 flow  

The input of the EPV DB2 program is the ZPARSER database and the ZPARM, DB2TAB and 

DB2IDX files (if they are provided). 

 

The EPV DB2 program is composed of two main mandatory programs. They are: 

 DEPVLOAD; 

 DEPVHTML. 

 

The DEPVLOAD program reads the SMF database and loads the data into the following databases: 

 DDB2A; 

 DDB2B; 

 DDB2O; 

 DDB2P; 

 DDB2S; 

 DDB2ADAY; 

 DDB2BDAY; 

 DDB2ODAY; 

 DDB2PDAY; 

 DDB2SDAY; 

 DDB2T; 

 DDB2N. 

 

The DEPVHTML program creates both the HTML pages and the user reports. 

 

As last step DEPVHTML creates the user reports by matching the content of the following exits (which 

have to be customized by the user): 

 USRTPAC, including the list of the package name to report; 

 USRTIMS, including the list of the IMS transaction plans to report; 

 USRTCICS, including the list of the CICS transaction plans to report; 

 USRTPLAN,  including the list of the PLANS to report. 

 

with the content of the EPV databases. 

 

The resulting data are loaded in the USRDB2 database and reported in the User HTML pages. 

 

The EPV DB2 product flow is presented in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 
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2.5 EPV WMQ flow 

 

The input of EPV WMQ are the ZPARSER DB and the configuration file of the WMQ subsystem (if 

provided) 

 

EPV WMQ is composed by two main mandatory programs. They are: 

 WMQLOAD; 

 WMQHTML; 

 

The WMQLOAD program reads the input and loads the data into the following databases: 

 QDETA; 

 QWMQA; 

 QWMQN; 

 QWMQO; 

 QWMQS; 

 QWMQT. 

 

The WMQHTML program reads the previous databases and produces the HTML pages. 

 

The EPV WMQ product flow is presented in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5 
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2.6 EPV zLINUX flow  

 

The input of EPV zLINUX is the ZPARSER DB 

 

EPV zLINUX is composed by two main mandatory programs. They are: 

 ZLNXLOAD;  

 ZLNXHTML; 

 

The ZLNXLOAD program reads the input and loads the data in the following databases: 

 LDETA; 

 LCONF; 

 LRESA; 

 LWKLA; 

 LSTAT; 

 LPROC; 

 LTRND; 

 

The ZLNXHTML program reads the previous databases and produces the HTML pages. 

 

The EPV zLINUX product flow is presented in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6 
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2.7 EPV GRAPH flow 

 

The EPV GRAPH program takes input from the following EPV z/OS databases: 

 MRESA; 

 MWKLA; 

 MTHRU; 

 MTRND; 

 MDETA (only in case the user has to recover old data); for more information see the EPV      

Graph for z/OS Plus V12 Installation and Customization Manual. 

 

It is composed of two main and mandatory program and one concerning the user reports, which is 

optional. 

 

These programs are: 

 ZGRAPHLOAD; 

 ZGRAPHHTML; 

 USERGRAPH. 

 

The ZGRAPHLOAD program reads the data from the MRESA, MWKLA, MTHRU and MTRND 

databases and creates text files. 

 

The ZGRAPHHTML reads the created  text files and produces graphics. 

 

The USERGRAPH program may be used to read user text files and produces graphics. Text files have 

to be prepared according to the rules specified in the EPV Graph for z/OS Plus V12 Installation and 

Customization Manual (Chapter 8). 

 

Figure 7 shows an example of user defined txt file. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7 

 

The EPV GRAPH product flow is presented in Figure 8. 

 

 

 # Interval  Value   Series 

 0   15.5   LPAR1  

 1   17.0   LPAR1 

 ....   ....   ..... 

 23   10.0   LPAR1 

 0   12.01   LPAR2 

 1   28.2   LPAR2 

 ...   .....   ..... 

 23    15.81   LPAR2 

 

Testo 1: Esempio 1 

Testo 2: Esempio 1 
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Figure 8 
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3 Collecting data once a day 
 

The standard procedure to run EPV is ALLPHASES.BAT; it is composed by different batch scripts 

called sequentially and it has to be used to run all the EPV products once a day.  

 

This processing mode is ideal for small/medium size customers (e.g. up to 20 GB of input data per 

day). 

 

Both .BAT and .sh procedures are provided to run in Windows and in Unix/Linux systems. Only BAT 

procedures will be discussed here but same consideration apply to sh procedures. 

3.1 Scheduling 

 

ALLPHASES.BAT procedure is located in the following folder: 

 $Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/COMMON/PROCS
1
 

 

This procedure can be scheduled daily at a specific hour by using any available scheduler tool.  

 

 
Figure 9 

                                                 
1
 The $path is the EPVROOT folder while the $Profilename is the user defined profile name. 
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Figure 9 shows an extract of the content of the ALLPHASES.BAT batch file. 

 

ALLPHASES.BAT  includes the following procedures: 

 EPVzParserDbClear.BAT: it clears the ZPARSER DB; 

 EPVzParser_And_DbFill_ZOS: it parses the XXX files (Where XXX can be  SMF, DCO, 

LOGIMS, BVIR) and loads it into the ZPARSER DB; 

 EPVzParser_And_DbFill_ZVM: it parses the ZVM files and loads them into the ZPARSER 

DB; 

 EPVzParser_And_DbFill_CSV.BAT: it parses the CSV files and loads them into the 

ZPARSER DB; 

 EPVzParserDbDeaccum_ZOS.BAT: it de-accumulates SMF data; 

 EPVzParserDbDeaccum_ZVM.BAT: it de-accumulates ZVM data; 

 SQL.BAT: it can contain user defined SQL instructions (optional); 

 NIGHTBATCH.BAT: it runs the following programs: 

o PARSERHTML.BAT: it creates the EPV PARSER HTML log page (see next chapter); 

o EPVFOCALP.BAT: it creates the EPV Focal Point HTML page (see next chapter); 

o NIGHTBATCH_ZOS.BAT: it runs the EPV z/OS program; 

o NIGHTBATCH_GRAPH.BAT: it runs the EPV GRAPH program; 

o NIGHTBATCH_DB2.BAT: it runs the EPV DB2 program; 

o NIGHTBATCH_WMQ.BAT: it runs the EPV WMQ program; 

o NIGHTBATCH_ZLINUX.BAT: it runs the zLINUX program; 

 REMOVEFILES.BAT: it purges the EPV log files older than n-days (DEFAULT: 10).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

WARNING: The NIGHTBATCH_XXX procedure  (where XXX stands for ZOS, DB2,WMQ 

and ZLINUX) runs all the product steps in the appropriate  order. 

In order to run just the LOAD phase you have to follow these steps: 

a. Edit the NIGHTBATCH_XXX_LOAD.BAT member  located  in the  

$path/USERPROFILE/$ProfileName/EPVXXX/PROCS folder by setting the 

appropriate ZPARSER DB in the SMF or ZVM (only for EPV zLINUX) parameter;  

see an example in Figure 10; 

b. Run the NIGHTBATCH_XXX_LOAD.BAT member. 

 

In order to run just the HTML phase you have to run the NIGHTBATCH_XXX_HTML.BAT 

member located in the PROCS folder of each product; see an example in Figure 11. 
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Figure 10 

 

 

 
Figure 11 

 

 

3.2 Single Point of Control 

At the end of the ALLPHASES process, some log files must be checked in order to verify if everything 

has gone well.  

The EPVFOCALP.$timestamp.HTML page (FOCALPOINT) allows to easily check the whole process 

starting from a single point of control. An example is provided in Figure 12 
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Figure 12  

 

FOCALPOINT internally links to the specific product pages: 

 EPVzParserLogsAnalyzer.HTML; these HTML files provide a list of all EPV PARSER steps 

and links to the corresponding log files; 

 NIGHTBATCH_ZOS.HTML; this HTML file provides a list of all EPV z/OS steps and links to 

the corresponding log files; 

 NIGHTBATCH_ZGRAPH.HTML; this HTML file provides a list of the all EPV GRAPH steps 

and their links to the corresponding log files; 

 NIGHTBATCH_DB2.HTML; this HTML file provides a list of all EPV DB2 steps and links to 

the corresponding log files. 

 NIGHTBATCH_WMQ.HTML; this HTML file provides a list of all EPV WMQ steps and 

links to the corresponding log files. 

 NIGHTBATCH_ZLNX.HTML; this HTML file provides a list of all EPV zLINUX steps and 

links to the corresponding log files. 

 

The FOCALPOINT is located in the $Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/LOGS folder while all the 

above mentioned HTML pages are located in the relevant product’s folders:  

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/LOGS/EPVXXX_LOGS folder.
2
 

                                                 
2
 Where XXX stands for the ZOS, DB2,WMQ,GRAPH or zLINUX. 
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3.3 Error checking 

 

Starting from the FOCALPOINT you can navigate through all the products steps and check each single 

log. 

 

Each product HTML page provides the following information: 

 Start Time; 

 End Time or Current Time (if the step is still running); 

 Elapsed; 

 Step; 

 Status; 

 Logs; 

 Details (optional). 

 

If all the steps status is “OK” it means that all the processes ended successfully. 

 

A possible status is ‘NO DATA’; while it can be generally considered as a warning (and not an error) it 

can indicate that something went wrong in the process. 

Most common reasons for ‘NO DATA’ are: 

 there are no data to process into the database because some records were missing (in this case 

the tables in the database are empty); 

 there are no data for the range of dates you put in the RPTEPVS (start reporting date) and 

RPTEPVE (end reporting date) parameters or in the @RPTDATES parameter (where you can 

put a list of dates); in this case the HTML report is empty. 

 

If a step is in error you have to check the log contents by clicking on the log name. Some common error 

reasons and the possible solution or bypass are listed in Attachment A. 

 

When it’s not possible to solve the problem, it’s necessary to use the EPV Issue Reporter tool in order 

to  zip all the needed stuff  and send it to the EPV Support (epv.support@epvtech.com).  

For more information read Chapter 3.4. 

 

In the following figures an example of each product HTML page is presented. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

mailto:epv.support@epvtech.com
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Example 1: EPV PARSER  

 

 
Figure 13 

 

 

Example 2: EPV z/OS 

 

 
Figure 14 
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Example 3: EPV for DB2 

 

 
Figure 15 

 

 

Example 4: EPV for WMQ 

 

 
Figure 16 
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Example 5: EPV GRAPH  

 

 
Figure 17 

 

 

Example 6: EPV for zLINUX 

 

 
Figure 18 
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3.4 EPV Issue Reporter  

In case it’s not possible to independently solve the EPV errors we suggest to use the EPV Issue 

Reporter tool (EIR) that is meant to zip all the stuff needed by EPV Support to understand and solve 

the problem.  

In order to execute the EIR please follow these steps: 

1. Open the EPV Advanced GUI clicking on EPVAdvancedGUI.exe located in $Path/SETUP; 

2. Click on ‘EPV Issue Reporter’ from the menu bar; 

3. Select your profile name, flag the products in which you have found errors and select the range 

of dates in which these errors occurred; 

4. Click on ‘Create zip Package’; 

 

At the end of these steps a ZIP package will be automatically created and it will have to be sent to EPV 

Support (epv.support@epvtech.com). 

 

 

 

3.5 Restarting  

Once an eventual error has been corrected the process has to be restarted. 

Both .BAT and .sh restart procedures are provided to run in Windows and in Unix/Linux systems. 

 

If the EPV PARSER got an error there are two possibilities: 

1) if the error occurred during the parsing phase (READING PHASE) the ALLPHASES process 

has to be run again. 

2) if the error occurred during the DBFILL (LOADING PHASE) step you must do the following:  

 copy and rename the ALLPHASES.BAT in ALLPHASES_NEW.BAT 

(the ALLPHASES.BAT is located under the following path: 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/COMMON/PROCS); 

 open ALLPHASES_NEW.BAT with a text editor and comment (REM) all the steps which 

ended successfully to avoid running them again; 

 comment the step in error (EPVzParser_And_DbFill_XXX.BAT);  

 uncomment the step executing only the DBFILL (EPVzParserDbFill_XXX.BAT 

 run the ALLPHASES_NEW.BAT (see example in Figure 19). 

3) if the error occurred during DBDEACCUM step you must do the following:  

 copy and rename the ALLPHASES.BAT in ALLPHASES_NEW.BAT 

(the ALLPHASES.BAT is located under the following path: 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/COMMON/PROCS); 

 open ALLPHASES_NEW.BAT with a text editor and comment all the steps which ended 

successfully to avoid running them again (see example in Figure 20); 

 run the ALLPHASES_NEW.BAT. 

 

mailto:epv.support@epvtech.com
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Figure 19  

 

 

 
Figure 20  
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RESTART and FORCE procedures are available for EPV z/OS, EPV Graph, EPV DB2, EPV WMQ 

and EPV zLINUX products. 

 

As a general rule we suggest to use the RESTART process when the error occurs during the HTML 

phase and to use the FORCE process when the error occurs during the LOAD phase.  

 
RESTART NIGHTBATCH 

 

The following restart procedures are provided for Windows environments:    

 RESTART_NIGHTBATCH_ZOS.BAT resumes all EPV z/OS phases from the step gone in 

error. 

 RESTART_NIGHTBATCH_DB2.BAT resumes all EPV DB2 phases from the step ended in 

error. 

 RESTART_NIGHTBATCH_ZGRAPH.BAT resumes all EPV GRAPH phases from the step 

ended in error. 

 RESTART_NIGHTBATCH_WMQ.BAT resumes all EPV WMQ  phases from the step ended 

in error. 

 RESTART_NIGHTBATCH_ZLINUX.BAT resumes all EPV zLINUX phases from the step 

ended in error. 

 

The RESTART_NIGHTBATCH_ZOS is located in the following folder: 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZOS/PROCS 

 

The RESTART_NIGHTBATCH_DB2 is located in the following folder: 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVDB2/PROCS 

 

The RESTART_NIGHTBATCH_ZGRAPH is located in the following folder: 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZGRAPH/PROCS 

 

The RESTART_NIGHTBATCH_WMQ is located in the following folder: 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVWMQ/PROCS 

 

The RESTART_NIGHTBATCH_ZLINUX is located in the following folder: 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZLINUX/PROCS 

 

In order to check if the restart procedure has been successfully completed it is necessary to open the 

FOCALPOINT again. Keep in mind that all the product steps correctly completed in the previous run 

will not appear. 

 
FORCE NIGHTBATCH 

 

The following restart procedures are provided for Windows environments:    

 FORCE_NIGHTBATCH_ZOS.BAT restarts all EPV z/OS phases from the beginning. 

 FORCE_NIGHTBATCH_DB2.BAT restarts all EPV DB2 phases from the beginning. 
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 FORCE_NIGHTBATCH_ZGRAPH.BAT restarts all EPV GRAPH phases from the beginning. 

 FORCE_NIGHTBATCH_WMQ.BAT restarts all EPV WMQ phases from the beginning.   

 FORCE_NIGHTBATCH_ZLINUX.BAT restarts all EPV zLINUX phases from the beginning.  

 

The FORCE_NIGHTBATCH_ZOS.BAT procedure is  located in the following folder: 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZOS/ PROCS 

 

The FORCE_NIGHTBATCH_DB2.BAT procedure is  located in the following folder: 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVDB2/ PROCS 

 

The FORCE_NIGHTBATCH_ZGRAPH.BAT procedure is  located in the following folder: 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZGRAPH/ PROCS 

 

The FORCE_NIGHTBATCH_WMQ.BAT procedure is  located in the following folder: 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVWMQ/ PROCS 

 

The FORCE_NIGHTBATCH_ZLINUX.BAT procedure is  located in the following folder: 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZLINUX/ PROCS 

 

In order to check if the force procedure has been successfully completed it is necessary to open the 

FOCALPOINT again. Keep in mind that all the product steps correctly completed in the previous run 

will not appear. 
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4 Collecting data in continuous mode 
 

Collecting data in continuous mode means that you can send the input files, as soon as they are 

produced during the day, to the system where EPV PARSER runs; in this mode the parsing process 

will start as soon as each file arrives.  

 

This processing mode is ideal for large size customers (e.g. more than 20 GB of input data per day). 

 

Both .BAT and .sh procedures are provided  to run in Windows and in Unix/Linux systems. Only BAT 

procedures will be discussed here but same consideration apply to sh procedures. 

 

The key elements when running in continuous mode are: 

 the EPV AGENTS;  

 the DB staging; 

 the EndofDay (EOD) flow. 

 

4.1 EPV AGENTS  

 

An EPV AGENT is a light weight task running in background.  

 

The EPV AGENTS are activated by running the EPVzParserAgentsHandler  procedure which 

represents the parent agent starting all the CHILD AGENTS. 

It has to be automatically scheduled by putting the appropriate commands in the system scheduler or it 

can also run as a Windows service (please contact EPV support for more details on that). 

 

The EPVzParserAgentsHandler will schedule a CHILD AGENT for each input type set (SMF for SMF 

records, LOGIMS for native IMS log records, DCO for Dcollect data, ZVM for Monitor data , CSV for 

files in CSV format)  plus one more CHILD AGENT for each type for recovery purposes.  

For example, if you collect SMF and DCO and you define 5 target folders to receive SMF data  and 5 

target folders to receive DCOLLECT data, 12 EPV CHILD AGENTS will be scheduled. 

 

Each EPV CHILD AGENT checks for new files and for each file he also checks for a FLAG which 

signals that the file transfer has been completed successfully. Once both the file and the FLAG has 

arrived the parsing process will start. 

 

Once the Parsing process ends the EPVzParserAgentsHandler starts the daily consolidation process, by 

running the EOD flow, when the STARTBTC flag file
3
 will be received in any of the input folders. 

This file indicates that the data collection for the current day has been completed. 

 

 

 

                                                 
3
 It is user responsibility to send this file at appropriate times. 
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4.2 DB staging 

 

DB Staging is based on a number of pre allocated DB versions (from a minimum of  2 to a maximum of 

99).   

Its  main purpose is to permit the continuity of  EPV PARSER processing by using these versions  in a 

cyclical way so that when the last version has been written the cycle restarts from the first one.  

 

The LOADER_STATUS table, located in the EPV_ParserConfig DB, shows the list of the ZPARSER 

DBs and their status. 

 

A DB can be in one of the following status: 

1) PARSER: it indicates that the EPV PARSER is writing to this DB; 

2) CLOSE: it indicates that it is impossible to use this DB because other products (EPV z/OS 

and/or EPV DB2 and/or EPV WMQ and/or  zLINUX) are reading it. The product that is using 

this DB is written in the LOADER_STATUS table in the “Run Product” column; 

3) READY: it indicates that products (EPV z/OS and/or EPVDB2 and/or EPV WMQ and/or  

zLINUX) have finished to read the data from this DB so it is ready to be used again by the EPV 

PARSER; in this case the value in the “Run Product” column is null; the status ‘READY’ will 

become “PARSER” as soon as the EPV PARSER starts writing to the DB. 

 

At EOD (see next chapter)  the DB in PARSER status contains all the data that has to be processed by 

the other EPV products. So EOD changes the current DB status to CLOSE, making it available to the 

other EPV products and selects the first DB in READY status to start collecting data for the new day. 

 

When all the other EPV products procedure have been successfully completed, the DB will be cleared 

and then put in “READY” status; the RunProduct column in the LOADER:STATUS table will also be 

cleared.  

 

If a product has not processed the CLOSE DB yet (because still running or because it ended in error) 

the product code will appear in the RunProduct column and the DB status will remain set to CLOSE. 

  

  

DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME WARNING:  During the change of the hour to or from Daylight 

Saving Time the STARTBTC flag must be  scheduled far away from the time change. 

This operation is needed in order to avoid sending the flag twice or do not send it at all. 
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4.3 How to manage the locked staging DBs 

 

In order to analyze the content of the LOADER_STATUS table you can run the following SQL 

command: 

 

SELECT * FROM EPV_PARSERCONFIG.Loader_Status; 

 

The result is presented in Figure 21. Please note that DB2 stands for the EPV for DB2 product.  

 

 
Figure 21 

 

In case all ZPARSER DBs have the status set to ‘PARSER’ or ‘CLOSE’ the EPV PARSER behaviour 

will depend on the $dbifbusySTOP configuration parameter settings: 

 If $dbifbusySTOP = 0, EOD will force the next DB status to READY in order to reuse it; don’t 

forget that using this setting you will delete the content of the first closed staging DB after 

the DB in ‘PARSER’ status (round-robin mode is used). 

 If $dbifbusySTOP = 1, EOD will issue an error message; all the EPV products processing will 

stop and the RunProduct column of the last used Staging database (the one with the Status = 

’PARSER’)  will be set to LOCKED-date (see the example below).  

 

 
Figure 22 
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 If $dbifbusySTOP = 2, EOD will allow you to keep loading data in your last available Staging 

database for a certain number of days set by the $DAYSKEEPLOADING parameter. 

This means that the data collection process won’t be interrupted but the NIGHTBATCH 

procedure (HTML pages production) won’t start. All the EPV products processing, except 

ZPARSER, will stop. 

In this case the RunProduct field of the last used Staging database will be set to USED_SINCE 

-date. The USED_SINCE -date indicates the date from which the ZPARSER  loads the data in 

the DB. 

When the maximum number of days to keep loading data is reached, also ZPARSER will stop 

and the RunProduct field will be set to LOCKED-date. 

 

 

WARNING: In case the EPV process stopped because all the staging DBs were unavailable, in order 

to start collecting data again you have two possibilities: 

1. If you have no interest in processing the data located inside the Staging databases, and you can 

lose these data, you can: 

 set $dbifbusySTOP = 0 

 run the EPVzParserConfigDBUpdater_AgentStatus_RUNNING.BAT procedure that 

you can find under 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZPARSER/PROCS/AGENT_PROCS and  

update Agents status; in this way the first closed Staging Databases will be put in status 

‘READY’, but all the contents loaded until that moment will be deleted; 

 send the STARTBTC flag file. 

2. If don’t want to lose the data inside the  Staging database with the status ‘PARSER’ or 

‘CLOSE’ you need to process them one at a time, by running the 

FORCE_NIGHTBATCH_XXX procedure (where XXX stands for the name of the product) to 

process data collected in a Staging DB in “CLOSE” status and to reset it to ‘READY’ (see 

Chapter 4.8). 

 

Contact EPV SUPPORT (epv.support@epvtech.com) for further details. 

 

 

If you don’t need to process the data in the Staging DB and you don’t want to change the 

$dbifbusySTOP parameter, it is also possible to set manually the status of the database so it can be 

immediately used for further processing.  

 

In order to understand which dates and systems are loaded in each Staging DBs it is necessary to 

execute the following query for each product: 

 

DB CLIENT EPV PRODUCT QUERY 

MySQL Epv for z/OS  

Epv for DB2 

Epv for WMQ 

SELECT DISTINCT 

DATE_FORMAT(SMFTIME,'%Y-

%m-%d') AS EPVDATE,SYSTEM  

FROM zparser_x.epv070_1_cpu 

 

mailto:epv.support@epvtech.com
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MySQL Epv for zLINUX 

SELECT DISTINCT 

MTRSYS_SYSDATE, SYSTEM  

FROM zparser_x.d01r04_mrmtrsys 

 

SQL SERVER Epv for z/OS  

Epv for DB2 

Epv for WMQ 

SELECT DISTINCT 

SUBSTRING(SMFTIME,1,10) AS 

EPVDATE,SYSTEM FROM 

zparser_x.dbo.epv070_1_cpu 

 

SQL SERVER EPV for zLINUX 

SELECT DISTINCT 

MTRSYS_SYSDATE, SYSTEM  

FROM 

zparser_x.dbo.d01r04_mrmtrsys 

Figure 23 

 

In order to set the DB Status to ‘READY’ the following SQL command has to be run: 

UPDATE epv_parserconfig.loader_status SET Status=’READY’, RunProduct=’’ WHERE 

DbName=’ZPARSER_x’; 

where ’ZPARSER_x’ is the  Staging DB identified with the previous query. 

 

Then you have to run the EPVzParserConfigDBUpdater_AgentStatus_RUNNING.BAT procedure that 

you can find under $Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZPARSER/PROCS/AGENT_PROCS 

and  update Agents status and send the STARTBTC flag file. 

 

4.4 EOD flow 

 

When the STARTBTC file arrives in any of the EPV PARSER input folders, 

EPVzParserAgentsHandler sets the Agent_Status field, into a column of the Agent_Resource table in 

the EPV_ParserConfig database, to STOP_REQUESTED for all the EPV CHILD AGENTS. 

When the CHILD agents realize that their status has been changed to STOP_REQUESTED they 

change it to STOP_ACCEPTED and then they stop working. 

 

Once all the CHILD agents have stopped, the EPVzParserAgentsHandler starts the EOD procedure 

(EPVzParserEndOfDay.BAT) which performs the following functions:  

 SMF and ZVM data de-accumulation; 

 ZPARSER DB version management (DB staging); 

 EPVzParserLogsAnalyzer.BAT and EPVFocalPoint.BAT procedures to produce reporting (see 

Chapters 3.3 and 4.7); 

 POSTZPARSER.BAT procedure execution to execute all the other EPV products processing 

(see Chapter 4.5). 

 

If EOD ends fine, EPVzParserAgentsHandler sets the Agent_Status field to RUNNING for all the EPV 

CHILD AGENTS and so the data collection starts again. 
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It’s important to note that if  the EOD flow ends in error the CHILD agents will not be resumed and 

data collection will not restart. 

4.5 Scheduling 

In order to schedule the EPV phases when collecting data in continuous mode it is necessary to execute 

the EPVzParserAgentsHandler.BAT.  

 

The SMF, DCO, LOGIMS, ZVM, BVIR and CSV files have to be put in their own folders (SMF, 

DCO, LOGIMS, ZVM, BVIR, CSV).  

The user can decide the input folders to use; by default they are located in the following path: 

 

$Path/USERPROFILE/Profilename/INPUT/EPVZPARSER_INPUT/ 

 

These folders must contain two files: the data file (inputfilename) and a flag file (inputfilename_END) 

which indicates that the file transfer is completed.  

The agents check these folders every 100 seconds. 

However, it is possible to change the controlling frequency by changing the $SecSleep parameter 

inside the CONFIG.PL member of the EPV PARSER product.  

 

Once the files are completely transferred the CHILD agents automatically run the PARSER_READER 

and the PARSER_LOADER phases.  

 

At the end of the day the STARTBTC file must be sent to one of these folders. This file causes the 

EPVzParserAgentsHandler to run the EOD flow. 

 

In order to reduce the total products elapsed time you can run the products in parallel. 

To do that you need to perform the following steps: 

 Verify that there is sufficient work and database space in order to work in parallel; 

 Rename the POSTZPARSER.BAT located in the $Path/USERPROFILE/COMMON/PROCS 

(e.g. POSTZPARSER_OLD.BAT );  

 Rename the POSTZPARSER_PARALLEL.BAT located in the 

$Path/USERPROFILE/COMMON/PROCS to POSTZPARSER.BAT. 

 

To disable the parallel mode it is necessary to rename the POSTZPARSER_OLD.BAT in 

POSTZPARSER.BAT and the POSTZPARSER.BAT in POSTZPARSER_PARALLEL.BAT. 

 

4.6 Single Point of Control 

 

To verify the EPV agents status open the Windows Task Manager (CTRL + SHIFT + ESC). You can 

easily check if EPV agents are active. An example is provided in Figure 24. 
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Figure 24 

 

For BAT procedures check please refer to chapter 3.2  

 

4.7 Error Checking  

 

Please refer to chapter 3.3 and 3.4 

   

4.8 Restarting 

 

When running in Continuous mode the following type of restart scenarios may happen:   

 restarting the EPV PARSER agents; 

 reloading files in error; 

 restarting the other EPV products processing. 

4.8.1 Restarting the EPV PARSER agents 

 

If the agents are not showed in the Windows Task Manager it is necessary to restart the 

EPVzParserAgentsHandler  process. 
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There are two possibilities: 

 

1) If the agents are configured as Windows services you can restart the EPVzParserAgentsHandler 

using the Windows services tool.  

2) Otherwise you can run the EPVzParserAgentsHandler.BAT located in the following folder : 

$Path /USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZPARSER /PROCS/ AGENT_PROCS 

 

4.8.2 Reloading files in error 

 

If the EPV PARSER gets an error while reading a file, that file is moved from the original INPUT 

folder to the Recovery folder and the process is attempted again. If also this second attempt fails the 

input file is moved to the  Bad Recovery folder waiting for the user intervention. After correcting the 

error the input file has to be manually moved to the appropriate FTP input folder.  

 

4.8.3 Restarting the other EPV products processing 

 

RESTART and FORCE procedures are available for EPV z/OS, EPV Graph, EPV DB2, EPV WMQ 

and EPV zLINUX products when eventual errors occur. 

Both .BAT and .sh procedures are provided to run in Windows and in Unix/Linux systems. 

 

If  these procedures have to take input from the EPV PARSER DBs (it happens when  the products 

loading phases have to be run) , they automatically search for the DB in CLOSE status. 

When running in Continuous mode it may happen that more than one DB is in CLOSE so in this case 

the RESTART and FORCE procedures have to be modified to use the right DB. 

 

 

WARNING: remember to discard the modifications after the RESTART and FORCE procedures have 

successfully ended. 

 

 

The examples below shows how to modify the RESTART_NIGHTBATCH_ZOS.BAT and the 

FORCE_NIGHTBATCH_ZOS.BAT procedures by adding the optional SMF parameter (in bold)
4
.   

 
echo ***************************************** 

echo **** Restart NightBatch (ZOS)  module *** 

echo ***************************************** 

E: 

cd\ 

cd EPVROOT 

cd PRODUCTS 

cd EPVZOS_V12 

                                                 
4
 Same modifications should be done to the other products procedures. 
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cd SCHED 

NIGHTBATCH_ZOS.EXE "E:/EPVROOT/USERPROFILE/EPV" "SMF=ZPARSER_1" 

"RESTART" 

 

 

echo ***************************************** 

echo **** Force NightBatch (ZOS)  module *** 

echo ***************************************** 

E: 

cd\ 

cd EPVROOT 

cd PRODUCTS 

cd EPVZOS_V12 

cd SCHED 

NIGHTBATCH_ZOS.EXE "E:/EPVROOT/USERPROFILE/EPV" "SMF=ZPARSER_1" 

"FORCE" 

 

In order to understand which DB has to be used you should check which dates and systems have been 

loaded inside each staging DB (see Chapter 4.3). 

 

As a general rule we suggest to use the RESTART process when the error occurs during the HTML 

phase and to use the FORCE process when the error occurs during the LOAD phase.  

 
RESTART NIGHTBATCH 

 

The following restart procedures are provided for Windows environments:    

 RESTART_NIGHTBATCH_ZOS.BAT resumes all EPV z/OS phases from the step ended in 

error. 

 RESTART_NIGHTBATCH_DB2.BAT resumes all EPV DB2 phases from the step ended in 

error. 

 RESTART_NIGHTBATCH_ZGRAPH.BAT resumes all EPV GRAPH phases from the step 

ended in error. 

 RESTART_NIGHTBATCH_WMQ.BAT resumes all EPV WMQ phases from the step ended 

in error. 

 RESTART_NIGHTBATCH_ZLINUX.BAT resumes all EPV zLINUX phases from the step 

ended in error. 

 

The RESTART_NIGHTBATCH_ZOS is located in the following folder: 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZOS/PROCS 

 

The RESTART_NIGHTBATCH_DB2 is located in the following folder: 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVDB2/PROCS 

 

The RESTART_NIGHTBATCH_ZGRAPH is located in the following folder: 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZGRAPH/PROCS 
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The RESTART_NIGHTBATCH_WMQ is located in the following folder: 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVWMQ/PROCS 

 

The RESTART_NIGHTBATCH_ZLINUX is located in the following folder: 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZLINUX/PROCS 

 

In order to check if the restart procedure has been successful it is necessary to open the FOCALPOINT 

again. Keep in mind that all the product steps correctly completed in the previous run will not appear. 

 

 
FORCE NIGHTBATCH 

 

The following restart procedures are provided for Windows environments:    

 FORCE_NIGHTBATCH_ZOS.BAT restarts all EPV z/OS phases from the beginning. 

 FORCE_NIGHTBATCH_DB2.BAT restarts all EPV DB2 phases from the beginning. 

 FORCE_NIGHTBATCH_ZGRAPH.BAT restarts all EPV GRAPH phases from the beginning. 

 FORCE_NIGHTBATCH_WMQ.BAT restarts all EPV WMQ phases from the beginning. 

 FORCE_NIGHTBATCH_ZLINUX.BAT restarts all EPV ZLINUX phases from the beginning.  

 

The FORCE_NIGHTBATCH_ZOS.BAT procedure is  located in the following folder: 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZOS/ PROCS 

 

The FORCE_NIGHTBATCH_DB2.BAT procedure is  located in the following folder: 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVDB2/ PROCS 

 

The FORCE_NIGHTBATCH_ZGRAPH.BAT procedure is  located in the following folder: 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZGRAPH/ PROCS 

 

The FORCE_NIGHTBATCH_WMQ.BAT procedure is  located in the following folder: 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVWMQ/ PROCS 

 

The FORCE_NIGHTBATCH_ZLINUX.BAT procedures is  located in the following folder: 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename/EPVZLINUX/ PROCS 

 

In order to check if the force procedure has been successfully completed it is necessary to open the 

FOCALPOINT again. Keep in mind that all the product steps correctly completed in the previous run 

will not appear. 
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5 Re-producing HTML pages 
 

Before re-producing HTML pages for any range of dates, you have to verify if the corresponding data 

are still maintained in the EPV DBs. You can easily do that by checking the DETAIL parameter which 

determines the number of days retained in the EPV daily tables.  

 

If the HTML pages you should reproduce are older than the number of days set in the DETAIL 

parameter, the needed data should be loaded again by using the procedures described in the next  

chapters 

 

Otherwise you can execute the following steps: 

 

EPV z/OS 

 

1. Open the EPV Customization GUI in advanced mode typing the following command in a DOS 

window: 

o cd $Path//SETUP 

o EPVAdvancedGUI 

2. Click on “EPV Online” –>”Run EPV Products” –> “EPV for z/OS procedures” -> ”Go to 

HTML Phase”  (Figure 25 and Figure 26). 
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Figure 25 
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Figure 26 

 

3. Set the reporting dates (see Figure 27) 

 in case you need to produce the HTML reports for a range of sequential dates enter a 

valid Start and End date  in the YYYY-MM-DD format  (Example: START:2014-02-

22; END:2014-02-27);  

 in case the HTML reports to be produced are related to some not sequential dates 

(Example: 2014-02-01; 2014-02-14; 2014-02-23) it is necessary to select ‘SERIES OF 

DATES’ and then choose in the calendar all the needed dates; 

 click the Go button. 

 

Remember that if you are interested in producing only the HTML reports for the last two days 

(starting from the date in which you execute the EPV products) you can leave all the parameters to 

the DEFAULT values and no other operations are required).At the end  
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Figure 27 

 

 

For now the possibility to define a SERIES OF DATES is provided only for EPV ZOS and EPV 

GRAPH, for all the other products only the RANGE OF DATES parameter can be customized. 
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6 General consideration about old data processing 
 

6.1 How did EPV process old data until Version 11 

 

Until Version 11 EPV products (except EPV PARSER) processed by default only data belonging to the 

most recent dates: 

 the detail database (Example: MDETA in EPV ZOS) included the last three days of data; 

 the other databases (statistical/workload/throughput/etc databases) included the last sixty days 

of data; 

 the HTML reports were created only for the last two days. 

 

The only way to recover data belonging to old dates was to customize manually a set of parameters  

inside the CONFIG.PL file of each EPV product (See: EPV Plus V11 Operations Guide – Chapter 6, 7, 

8,  9). 

 

6.2 What’s new in EPV Version 12 

 

In Version 12, EPV has changed the products behavior in order to make old data processing easier and 

no more limiting the loading of the data into the database to a defined number of days . 

 

The default behavior allows to load into the EPV databases (except for EPV PARSER) all data which 

have at least a duration of 7200 seconds for each system, while the HTML reports are created for the 

last two dates recovered. 

This behavior is guaranteed by three new parameters introduced in the CONFIG.PL file of each 

product, they are: 

 

1. $RECOVERY =  ‘YES’  (YES or NO); 

2. $MINDURTM= ‘7200’ (1 to 86400); 

3. $MAXRPTDAYS= ‘2’ (1 to 30) 

 

The $RECOVERY parameter is set by default to ‘YES’. 

 

The $MINDURTM parameter fixes the minimum number of seconds needed from at least one system  

in order to load the data from the ZPARSER database to the other EPV Databases (z/OS, DB2, WMQ, 

zLINUX), the default value is 7200 seconds. 

 

The $MAXRPTDAYS parameter fixes the maximum number of recovered days for which you want to 

produce the HTML reports, the default value is 2. 

 

EPV has thus introduced in version 12 a kind of automatic mode to process the data (even for those 

which are not recent). Thanks to the customization of these three parameters the user will no longer 
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have to waste time in changing all the parameters involved in the processing of the data because all 

parameters will be automatically changed internally to the product without the user being aware of it. 

 

  

NOTE: Currently the possibility to manage the $RECOVERY, $MINDURTM and the 

$MAXRPTDAYS parameters inside the CONFIG.PL file is provided only for products at Version 12. 

 

For the other EPV products the only way to process old data is to change manually all the parameters 

related to the processing of the data inside the CONFIG.PL of each product (See Chapter 7 8 and 9). 

 

 

6.3 Using manual customization to recover old data in EPV Version 12 

 

The most likely reasons why you could continue using the manual customization of all parameters  in 

order to recover old data are: 

 

1. You prefer to customize manually all the parameters concerning the processing of the data; 

2. You have to process old data for EPV products which are not at version 12. 

 

In the following chapters, all the needed steps you need to perform in order to manually customize the 

parameters which allows to recover old data are explained. 

 

Remember that depending on products running mode: once a day or continuous, different steps have to 

be performed. 

 

In the next chapters the following recovery scenarios will be described: 

 once a day mode -  manual recovery (see Chapter 7); 

 continuous mode -  manual recovery starting from the zParser DB (see Chapter 8); 

 continuous mode -  manual recovery starting from raw input data (see Chapter 9). 

 

 

WARNING:  Remember that if you set $RECOVERY= NO  in the CONFIG.PL file and you don’t 

change any other parameters the default behavior will be the Version 11:  

 3 days of data in the detail database; 

 60 days of data in the other databases; 

 2 days of HTML Reports (the last two days).  
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7 Once a day mode - Manual recovery 
 

In this chapter we discuss how to manually process old data when EPV products run in once a day 

mode. 

 

There are three possible ways to recover old data: 

 Processing old data; it means that both the loading step and the production of the HTML pages 

are done at the same time; 

 Loading old data; it means that only the data loading phase is performed; it can be useful to 

improve process performance when more days have to be recovered; in this case the HTML 

pages are produced only one time after all the data belonging to a range of dates have been 

collected
5
; 

 Producing HTML pages for old data; only the HTML phase producing the EPV reports is 

performed; this last case occurs when the data have been already loaded into the DBs and the 

user has only to produce the HTML report for that old range of dates (see previous point). 

 

Please read carefully the “Loading Data in EPV for z/OS” manual for a detailed description of how to 

load/reload old SMF data in EPV avoiding the data corruption at the “borders” issue. Same concepts 

apply to EPV DB2. 

 

 

  

                                                 
5
 For performance reasons is normally better producing HTML pages for a limited number of days. 
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7.1 Processing old data 

In this chapter we discuss how to manually process old data. 

Depending on the products you have to run you have to perform the activities described in the next 

chapters. 

7.1.1 Changing EPV for z/OS parameters  

If you want to process old data in EPV for z/OS  please change the following parameters: 

 

1. Set $RECOVERY=’NO’; 

2. If  the date of the data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the MDETDAYS 

parameter (DEFAULT:3 days) it is necessary to modify the MDETDAYS parameter to include 

the dates contained in the SMF data. 

3. If the date of the SMF data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the DETAIL 

parameter (DEFAULT: 60 days) it is necessary to modify the DETAIL parameter to include the 

dates contained in the SMF data. 

4. Modify the LOADSMF parameter from DEFAULT to FORCE if the data have been already 

loaded in the past. The setting to ‘FORCE’ allows to override the data already loaded in the 

MDETA database avoiding the possibility to have duplicate records. 

It is possible to do this using the EPV GUI or editing the CONFIG.pl file. 

5. Modify both the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE (or the @RPTDATES) parameters to include 

the dates contained in the data. The RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE parameters have to be 

changed if the dates are sequential, otherwise if the dates are not sequential the @RPTDATES 

has to be customized. These parameters allows to generate HTML reports for the range of dates 

specified. Note that the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE (or the @RPTDATES) should be 

changed only if you have an interest in seeing the Daily HTML pages of the old data.               

By default the old data are automatically included in the Daily, Weekly and Monthly Trend 

pages (if the date of the data is in the range of dates defined in the TREND, TRENDDAY and 

TRENDMON parameters of the CONFIG.PL member). 

7.1.2 Changing EPV for DB2 parameters  

In order to process old data in EPV for DB2  please follow these steps: 

 

1. If  the date of the SMF data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the DETDAY 

parameter (DEFAULT:3 days) it is necessary to modify the DETDAY parameter to include the 

dates contained in the SMF data. 

2. If the date of the SMF data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the DETAIL 

parameter (DEFAULT: 60 days) it is necessary to modify the DETAIL parameter to include the 

dates contained in the SMF data. 

3. Modify both the RPTDB2S and the RPTDB2E parameters to include the dates contained in the 

SMF data. These parameters allows to generate HTML reports for the range of date specified. 

Note that the RPTDB2S and the RPTDB2E should be changed only if you have an interest in 

seeing the Daily HTML pages of the old data. 

By default the old data are displayed in the HTML pages of the Daily, Weekly and Monthly 

Trend (always if the date of the data is in the range of dates defined in the TREND, 

TRENDDAY and TRENDMON parameters of the CONFIG.PL member). 
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7.1.3 Changing EPV for WMQ parameters  

In order to process old data in EPV for WMQ  please follow these steps: 

 

1. If  the date of the SMF data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the 

QDETDAYS parameter (DEFAULT:3 days) it is necessary to modify the QDETDAYS 

parameter to include the dates contained in the SMF data. 

2. If the date of the SMF data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the DETAIL 

parameter (DEFAULT: 60 days) it is necessary to modify the DETAIL parameter to include the 

dates contained in the SMF data. 

3. Modify both the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE parameters to include the dates contained in 

the SMF data. These parameters allows to generate HTML reports for the range of date 

specified. Note that the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE should be changed only if you have an 

interest in seeing the Daily HTML pages of the old data. By default the old data are displayed in 

the HTML pages of the Daily, Weekly and Monthly Trend (always if the date of the data is in 

the range of dates defined in the TREND, TRENDDAY and TRENDMON parameters of the 

CONFIG.PL member). 

 

7.1.4 Changing EPV for zLINUX parameters  

In order to process old data in EPV for zLINUX  please follow these steps: 

 

1. If  the date of the ZVM data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the 

LDETDAYS parameter (DEFAULT:3 days) it is necessary to modify the LDETDAYS 

parameter to include the dates contained in the ZVM data. 

2. If the date of the ZVM data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the DETAIL 

parameter (DEFAULT: 60 days) it is necessary to modify the DETAIL parameter to include the 

dates contained in the ZVM data. 

3. Modify the LOADSMF parameter from DEFAULT to FORCE if the data have been already 

loaded in the past. The setting to ‘FORCE’ allows to override the data already loaded in the 

LDETA database avoiding the possibility to have duplicate records. 

It is possible to do this using the EPV GUI or editing the CONFIG.pl file; 

4. Modify both the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE parameters to include the dates contained in 

the ZVM data. These parameters allow to generate HTML reports for the range of date 

specified. 

Note that the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE should be changed only if you have an interest in 

seeing the Daily HTML pages of the old data. 

By default the old data are displayed in the HTML pages of the Daily,Weekly and Monthly 

Trend (always if the date of the data is in the range of dates defined in the TREND, 

TRENDDAY and TRENDMON parameters of the CONFIG.PL member). 

7.1.5 Changing EPV Graph for z/OS parameters  

In order to process old data in EPV Graph for z/OS please follow these steps: 
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1. Set $RECOVERY =’NO’; 

2. Modify both the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE (or the @RPTDATES) parameters to include 

the dates contained in the data. The RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE parameters have to be 

changed if the dates are sequential, otherwise if the dates are not sequential the @RPTDATES 

has to be customized.  

3. If you want to produce daily trend graphics for dates older than 2 months modify the 

$MONTRND parameter accordingly. 

4. If you want to produce monthly trend graphics for dates older than 25 months modify the 

$TRENDMON parameter accordingly. 

7.1.6 Other modifications  

 

If you have EPV products you don’t want to run, before executing ALLPHASES.BAT you have 

to perform the following steps: 

 

a. Create a copy of the NIGHTBATCH.BAT member,  located  in  

$Path/USERPROFILE/$ProfileName/EPVZPARSER/PROCS/AGENT_PROCS, in the 

same folder;  

b. Rename the copied NIGHTBATCH.BAT (e.g. OLD_ NIGHTBATCH.BAT); 

c. Edit NIGHTBATCH.BAT and comment all the product steps you don’t want to run. 

7.1.7 Running 

Execute ALLPHASES.BAT. 

 

 

WARNING: Once you have processed the old data REMEMBER TO RESTORE ALL THE 

CHANGED PARAMETERS TO THE DEFAULT VALUES. 

 

If for any reason you modified NIGHTBATCH.BAT DON’T FORGET TO DELETE IT AND TO 

RESTORE THE ORIGINAL NIGHTBATCH.BAT COPY. 
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7.2 Loading old data 

In case it is necessary to recover data of several days we recommend to split the loading phase from the 

HTML phase. 

It would be a  good practice to run the load phase many times as there are the number of days to 

recover and, only once the loading phase has finished, to run the HTML phase. 

This practice avoids space problems and reduce the possibility of errors that would be difficult to 

overcome with a too large amount of data. 

 

In this chapter we discuss how to manually load old data. 

Depending on the products you have to run you have to perform the activities described in the next 

chapters. 

7.2.1 Changing EPV for z/OS parameters  

If you want to load old data in EPV for z/OS  please change the following parameters: 

 

1. Set $RECOVERY=’NO’; 

2. If  the date of the data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the MDETDAYS 

parameter (DEFAULT:3 days) it is necessary to modify the MDETDAYS parameter to include 

the dates contained in the SMF data. 

3. If the date of the SMF data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the DETAIL 

parameter (DEFAULT: 60 days) it is necessary to modify the DETAIL parameter to include the 

dates contained in the SMF data. 

4. Modify the LOADSMF parameter from DEFAULT to FORCE if the data have been already 

loaded in the past. The setting to ‘FORCE’ allows to override the data already loaded in the 

MDETA database avoiding the possibility to have duplicate records. 

It is possible to do this using the EPV GUI or editing the CONFIG.pl file. 

7.2.2 Changing EPV for DB2 parameters  

In order to load old data in EPV for DB2  please follow these steps: 

 

1. If  the date of the SMF data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the DETDAY 

parameter (DEFAULT:3 days) it is necessary to modify the DETDAY parameter to include the 

dates contained in the SMF data. 

2. If the date of the SMF data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the DETAIL 

parameter (DEFAULT: 60 days) it is necessary to modify the DETAIL parameter to include the 

dates contained in the SMF data. 

7.2.3 Changing EPV for WMQ parameters  

If you want to load old data in EPV for WMQ  please change the following parameters: 

 

1. If  the date of the data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the QDETDAYS 

parameter (DEFAULT:3 days) it is necessary to modify the QDETDAYS parameter to include 

the dates contained in the SMF data. 
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2. If the date of the SMF data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the DETAIL 

parameter (DEFAULT: 60 days) it is necessary to modify the DETAIL parameter to include the 

dates contained in the SMF data. 

3. Modify the LOADSMF parameter from DEFAULT to FORCE if the data have been already 

loaded in the past. The setting to ‘FORCE’ allows to override the data already loaded in the 

QDETA database avoiding the possibility to have duplicate records. 

It is possible to do this using the EPV GUI or editing the CONFIG.pl file. 

 

7.2.4 Changing EPV for zLINUX parameters  

In order to load old data in EPV for zLINUX  please follow these steps: 

 

1. If  the date of the ZVM data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the 

LDETDAYS parameter (DEFAULT:3 days) it is necessary to modify the LDETDAYS 

parameter to include the dates contained in the ZVM data. 

2. If the date of the ZVM data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the DETAIL 

parameter (DEFAULT: 60 days) it is necessary to modify the DETAIL parameter to include the 

dates contained in the ZVM data. 

3. Modify the LOADSMF parameter from DEFAULT to FORCE if the data have been already 

loaded in the past. The setting to ‘FORCE’ allows to override the data already loaded in the 

LDETA database avoiding the possibility to have duplicate records. 

It is possible to do this using the EPV GUI or editing the CONFIG.pl file; 

7.2.5 Other modifications  

 

For each EPV product you want to run, before executing ALLPHASES.BAT you have to 

perform the following steps: 

 

a. Create a copy of each NIGHTBATCH_productid.BAT member (e.g.ZOS, DB2, etc), located  

in  $Path/USERPROFILE/$ProfileName/productid/PROCS, in the same folder;  

b. Rename the copied NIGHTBATCH_productid.BAT (e.g. OLD_ 

NIGHTBATCH_productid.BAT); 

c. Edit each NIGHTBATCH_productid.BAT and add 

“SEQ=ParallelSequence_productid_LOAD.pl” as the last parameter of the 

NIGHTBATCH_productid.EXE call. 

 

If you have EPV products you don’t want to run, before executing ALLPHASES.BAT you have 

to perform the following steps: 

 

d. Create a copy of the NIGHTBATCH.BAT member,  located  in  

$Path/USERPROFILE/$ProfileName/EPVZPARSER/PROCS/AGENT_PROCS, in the 

same folder;  

e. Rename the copied NIGHTBATCH.BAT (e.g. OLD_ NIGHTBATCH.BAT); 

f. Edit NIGHTBATCH.BAT and comment all the product steps you don’t want to run; always 

comment the EPV Graph for z/OS steps; 
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7.2.6 Running 

Execute ALLPHASES.BAT. 

 

 

WARNING: Once you have processed the old data REMEMBER TO RESTORE ALL THE 

CHANGED PARAMETERS TO THE DEFAULT VALUES. 

 

DON’T FORGET TO DELETE EACH MODIFIED NIGHTBATCH_productid.BAT AND TO 

RESTORE THE ORIGINAL NIGHTBATCH_productid.BAT COPY. 

 

If for any reason you modified NIGHTBATCH.BAT DON’T FORGET TO DELETE IT AND TO 

RESTORE THE ORIGINAL NIGHTBATCH.BAT COPY. 
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7.3 Producing HTML Pages for old data   

In case it is necessary to recover data of several days we recommend to split the loading phase from the 

HTML phase. 

It would be a  good practice to run the load phase many times as there are the number of days to 

recover and, only once the loading phase has finished, to run the HTML phase. 

This practice avoids space problems and reduce the possibility of errors that would be difficult to 

overcome with a too large amount of data. 

 

In this chapter we discuss how to manually produce HTML pages for old data. 

Depending on the products you have to run you have to perform the activities described in the next 

chapters. 

7.3.1 Changing EPV for z/OS parameters  

If you want to produce HTML pages for old data in EPV for z/OS  please change the following 

parameters: 

 

1. Set $RECOVERY=NO; 

2. Modify both the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE (or $RPTDATES) parameters to include the 

dates contained in the data. . The RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE parameters have to be changed 

if the dates are sequential, otherwise if the dates are not sequential the @RPTDATES has to be 

customized. These parameters allows to generate HTML reports for the range of dates 

specified. Note that the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE (or $RPTDATES) should be changed 

only if you have an interest in seeing the Daily HTML pages of the old data. By default the old 

data are automatically included in the Daily, Weekly and Monthly Trend pages (if the date of 

the data is in the range of dates defined in the TREND, TRENDDAY and TRENDMON 

parameters of the CONFIG.PL member). 

7.3.2 Changing EPV for DB2 parameters  

In order to produce HTML pages for old data in EPV for DB2  please follow these steps: 

 

1. Modify both the RPTDB2S and the RPTDB2E parameters to include the dates contained in the 

SMF data. These parameters allows to generate HTML reports for the range of date specified. 

Note that the RPTDB2S and the RPTDB2E should be changed only if you have an interest in 

seeing the Daily HTML pages of the old data. 

By default the old data are displayed in the HTML pages of the Daily, Weekly and Monthly 

Trend (always if the date of the data is in the range of dates defined in the TREND, 

TRENDDAY and TRENDMON parameters of the CONFIG.PL member). 

 

7.3.3 Changing EPV for WMQ parameters  

In order to produce HTML pages for old data in EPV for WMQ  please follow these steps: 

 

1. Modify both the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE parameters to include the dates contained in 

the SMF data. These parameters allows to generate HTML reports for the range of date 

specified. 
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Note that the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE should be changed only if you have an interest in 

seeing the Daily HTML pages of the old data. 

By default the old data are displayed in the HTML pages of the Daily, Weekly and Monthly 

Trend (always if the date of the data is in the range of dates defined in the TREND, 

TRENDDAY and TRENDMON parameters of the CONFIG.PL member). 

7.3.4 Changing EPV for zLINUX parameters  

In order to produce HTML pages for old data in EPV for zLINUX  please follow these steps: 

 

1. Modify both the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE parameters to include the dates contained in 

the ZVM data. These parameters allow to generate HTML reports for the range of date 

specified. 

Note that the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE should be changed only if you have an interest in 

seeing the Daily HTML pages of the old data. 

By default the old data are displayed in the HTML pages of the Daily,Weekly and Monthly 

Trend (always if the date of the data is in the range of dates defined in the TREND, 

TRENDDAY and TRENDMON parameters of the CONFIG.PL member). 

7.3.5 Changing EPV Graph for z/OS parameters  

In order to produce HTML pages for old data in EPV Graph for z/OS please follow these steps: 

 

1. Set $RECOVERY=NO; 

2. Modify both the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE (or the @RPTDATES) parameters to include 

the dates contained in the data. The RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE parameters have to be 

changed if the dates are sequential, otherwise if the dates are not sequential the @RPTDATES 

has to be customized.  

3. If you want to produce daily trend graphics for dates older than 2 months modify the 

$MONTRND parameter accordingly. 

4. If you want to produce monthly trend graphics for dates older than 25 months modify the 

$TRENDMON parameter accordingly. 

7.3.6 Running 

Execute the NIGHTBATCH_productid_HTML.BAT of each product you want to run. 

For EPV GRAPH execute NIGHTBATCH_ZGRAPH.BAT. 

 

 

WARNING: Once you have processed the old data REMEMBER TO RESTORE ALL THE 

CHANGED PARAMETERS TO THE DEFAULT VALUES. 
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8 Continuous mode - Manual recovery starting from raw input data 
 

In this chapter we discuss how to manually process old data when EPV products run in continuous  

mode and the needed data are not in an EPV PARSER DB.  

To process manually old data in continuous mode starting from the loading of the data into the 

ZPARSER DB  it is mandatory to split the loading phase from the HTML phase of the products to run. 

The need to separate the loading phase from the production of the HTML pages of the days to recover 

comes from the need to avoid problems related to the production of the HTML pages for too many 

different days.  

8.1 Loading old data  

The steps to perform are the following: 

1) Put the SMF (or DCO/IMS/LOGIMS/ZVM) file to recover in your input folder and create, for 

each file, an empty flag file in the same folder with the same name and the _END suffix. 

2) Depending on the products you want to run you have to perform the activities described in the 

next chapters: 

8.1.1 Changing EPV for z/OS parameters  

If you want to load old data in EPV for z/OS  please change the following parameters: 

 

1. Set $RECOVERY=NO; 

2. If  the date of the data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the MDETDAYS 

parameter (DEFAULT:3 days) it is necessary to modify the MDETDAYS parameter to include 

the dates contained in the SMF data. 

3. If the date of the SMF data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the DETAIL 

parameter (DEFAULT: 60 days) it is necessary to modify the DETAIL parameter to include the 

dates contained in the SMF data. 

4. Modify the LOADSMF parameter from DEFAULT to FORCE if the data have been already 

loaded in the past. The setting to ‘FORCE’ allows to override the data already loaded in the 

MDETA database avoiding the possibility to have duplicate records. 

It is possible to do this using the EPV GUI or editing the CONFIG.pl file. 

8.1.2 Changing EPV for DB2 parameters  

In order to load old data in EPV for DB2  please follow these steps: 

 

1. If  the date of the SMF data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the DETDAY 

parameter (DEFAULT:3 days) it is necessary to modify the DETDAY parameter to include the 

dates contained in the SMF data. 

2. If the date of the SMF data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the DETAIL 

parameter (DEFAULT: 60 days) it is necessary to modify the DETAIL parameter to include the 

dates contained in the SMF data. 

8.1.3 Changing EPV for WMQ parameters  

In order to load old data in EPV for WMQ  please follow these steps: 
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1. If  the date of the SMF data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the 

QDETDAYS parameter (DEFAULT:3 days) it is necessary to modify the QDETDAYS 

parameter to include the dates contained in the SMF data. 

2. If the date of the SMF data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the DETAIL 

parameter (DEFAULT: 60 days) it is necessary to modify the DETAIL parameter to include the 

dates contained in the SMF data. 

3. Modify the LOADSMF parameter from DEFAULT to FORCE if the data have been already 

loaded in the past. The setting to ‘FORCE’ allows to override the data already loaded in the 

QDETA database avoiding the possibility to have duplicate records. It is possible to do this 

using the EPV GUI or editing the CONFIG.pl file 

 

8.1.4 Changing EPV for zLINUX parameters  

In order to load old data in EPV for zLINUX  please follow these steps: 

 

1. If  the date of the ZVM data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the 

LDETDAYS parameter (DEFAULT:3 days) it is necessary to modify the LDETDAYS 

parameter to include the dates contained in the ZVM data. 

2. If the date of the ZVM data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the DETAIL 

parameter (DEFAULT: 60 days) it is necessary to modify the DETAIL parameter to include the 

dates contained in the ZVM data. 

3. Modify the LOADSMF parameter from DEFAULT to FORCE if the data have been already 

loaded in the past. The setting to ‘FORCE’ allows to override the data already loaded in the 

LDETA database avoiding the possibility to have duplicate records. 

It is possible to do this using the EPV GUI or editing the CONFIG.pl file; 

 

 

 WARNING: REMEMBER THAT ALL PARAMETERS HAVE TO BE CHANGED BEFORE THE 

ARRIVAL OF THE STARTBTC FLAG. 

 

Once you have loaded the old data REMEMBER TO RESTORE ALL THE CHANGED 

PARAMETERS TO THE DEFAULT VALUES. 

 

8.1.5 Running 

 

Old data will be automatically loaded at the next EOD. 
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8.2 Producing HTML pages  

 

Once you are  sure that the needed data have been loaded into the DBs, you can run the HTML phase 

of the product for which you want to produce the HTML reports. Depending on the products you have 

to run you have to perform the activities described in the next chapters. 

8.2.1 Changing EPV for z/OS parameters  

If you want to produce HTML pages for old data in EPV for z/OS  please change the following 

parameters: 

 

1. Set $RECOVERY=NO; 

2. Modify both the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE (or @RPTDATES) parameters to include the 

dates contained in the data. The RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE parameters have to be changed if 

the dates are sequential, otherwise if the dates are not sequential the @RPTDATES has to be 

customized.These parameters allows to generate HTML reports for the range of dates specified. 

Note that the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE (or @RPTDATES) should be changed only if you 

have an interest in seeing the Daily HTML pages of the old data. By default the old data are 

automatically included in the Daily, Weekly and Monthly Trend pages (if the date of the data is 

in the range of dates defined in the TREND, TRENDDAY and TRENDMON parameters of the 

CONFIG.PL member). 

8.2.2 Changing EPV for DB2 parameters  

In order produce HTML pages for old data in EPV for DB2  please follow these steps: 

 

1. Modify both the RPTDB2S and the RPTDB2E parameters to include the dates contained in the 

SMF data. These parameters allows to generate HTML reports for the range of date specified. 

Note that the RPTDB2S and the RPTDB2E should be changed only if you have an interest in 

seeing the Daily HTML pages of the old data. 

By default the old data are displayed in the HTML pages of the Daily, Weekly and Monthly 

Trend (always if the date of the data is in the range of dates defined in the TREND, 

TRENDDAY and TRENDMON parameters of the CONFIG.PL member). 

8.2.3 Changing EPV for WMQ parameters  

In order produce HTML pages for old data in EPV for WMQ  please follow these steps: 

 

1. Modify both the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE parameters to include the dates contained in 

the SMF data. These parameters allows to generate HTML reports for the range of date 

specified. Note that the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE should be changed only if you have an 

interest in seeing the Daily HTML pages of the old data. By default the old data are displayed in 

the HTML pages of the Daily, Weekly and Monthly Trend (always if the date of the data is in 

the range of dates defined in the TREND, TRENDDAY and TRENDMON parameters of the 

CONFIG.PL member). 
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8.2.4 Changing EPV for zLINUX parameters  

In order to produce HTML pages for old data in EPV for zLINUX  please follow these steps: 

 

1. Modify both the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE parameters to include the dates contained in 

the ZVM data. These parameters allow to generate HTML reports for the range of date 

specified. 

Note that the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE should be changed only if you have an interest in 

seeing the Daily HTML pages of the old data. 

By default the old data are displayed in the HTML pages of the Daily,Weekly and Monthly 

Trend (always if the date of the data is in the range of dates defined in the TREND, 

TRENDDAY and TRENDMON parameters of the CONFIG.PL member). 

8.2.5 Changing EPV Graph for z/OS parameters  

In order to produce HTML pages for old data in EPV Graph for z/OS please follow these steps: 

 

1. Set $RECOVERY=NO; 

2. Modify both the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE (or the @RPTDATES) parameters to include 

the dates contained in the data. The RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE parameters have to be 

changed if the dates are sequential, otherwise if the dates are not sequential the @RPTDATES 

has to be customized.  

3. If you want to produce daily trend graphics for dates older than 2 months modify the 

$MONTRND parameter accordingly. 

4. If you want to produce monthly trend graphics for dates older than 25 months modify the 

$TRENDMON parameter accordingly. 

8.2.6 Running 

Execute the NIGHTBATCH_productid_HTML.BAT of each product you want to run. 

For EPV GRAPH execute NIGHTBATCH_ZGRAPH.BAT. 

 

 

WARNING: Once you have processed the old data REMEMBER TO RESTORE ALL THE 

CHANGED PARAMETERS TO THE DEFAULT VALUES.  
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9 Continuous mode - Manual recovery starting from zParser data 
 

In this chapter we discuss how to manually process old data when EPV products run in continuous  

mode and the data have been already loaded into the ZPARSER DB. 

 

There are three possible ways to recover old data: 

 Processing old data; it means that both the loading step and the production of the HTML pages 

are done at the same time; 

 Loading old data; it means that only the data loading phase is performed; it can be useful to 

improve process performance when more days have to be recovered; in this case the HTML 

pages are produced only one time after all the data belonging to a range of dates have been 

collected
6
; 

 Producing HTML pages for old data; only the HTML phase producing the EPV reports is 

performed; this last case occurs when the data have been already loaded into the DBs and the 

user has only to produce the HTML report for that old range of dates (see previous point). 

 

Please read carefully the “Loading Data in EPV for z/OS” manual for a detailed description of how to 

load/reload old SMF data in EPV avoiding the data corruption at the “borders” issue. Same concepts 

apply to EPV DB2. 

9.1 Processing old data 

In this chapter we discuss how to manually process old data. 

Depending on the products you have to run you have to perform the activities described in the next 

chapters. 

9.1.1 Changing EPV for z/OS parameters  

If you want to process old data in EPV for z/OS  please change the following parameters: 

 

1. Set $RECOVERY=NO; 

2. If  the date of the data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the MDETDAYS 

parameter (DEFAULT:3 days) it is necessary to modify the MDETDAYS parameter to include 

the dates contained in the SMF data. 

3. If the date of the SMF data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the DETAIL 

parameter (DEFAULT: 60 days) it is necessary to modify the DETAIL parameter to include the 

dates contained in the SMF data. 

4. Modify the LOADSMF parameter from DEFAULT to FORCE if the data have been already 

loaded in the past. The setting to ‘FORCE’ allows to override the data already loaded in the 

MDETA database avoiding the possibility to have duplicate records. 

It is possible to do this using the EPV GUI or editing the CONFIG.pl file. 

5. Modify both the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE (or @RPTDATES) parameters to include the 

dates contained in the data. The RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE parameters have to be changed if 

the dates are sequential, otherwise if the dates are not sequential the @RPTDATES has to be 

                                                 
6
 For performance reasons is normally better producing HTML pages for a limited number of days. 
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customized.These parameters allows to generate HTML reports for the range of dates specified. 

Note that the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE (or @RPTDATES) should be changed only if you 

have an interest in seeing the Daily HTML pages of the old data. By default the old data are 

automatically included in the Daily, Weekly and Monthly Trend pages (if the date of the data is 

in the range of dates defined in the TREND, TRENDDAY and TRENDMON parameters of the 

CONFIG.PL member). 

9.1.2 Changing EPV for DB2 parameters  

In order to process old data in EPV for DB2  please follow these steps: 

 

1. If  the date of the SMF data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the DETDAY 

parameter (DEFAULT:3 days) it is necessary to modify the DETDAY parameter to include the 

dates contained in the SMF data. 

2. If the date of the SMF data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the DETAIL 

parameter (DEFAULT: 60 days) it is necessary to modify the DETAIL parameter to include the 

dates contained in the SMF data. 

3. Modify both the RPTDB2S and the RPTDB2E parameters to include the dates contained in the 

SMF data. These parameters allows to generate HTML reports for the range of date specified. 

Note that the RPTDB2S and the RPTDB2E should be changed only if you have an interest in 

seeing the Daily HTML pages of the old data. 

By default the old data are displayed in the HTML pages of the Daily, Weekly and Monthly 

Trend (always if the date of the data is in the range of dates defined in the TREND, 

TRENDDAY and TRENDMON parameters of the CONFIG.PL member). 

 

9.1.3 Changing EPV for WMQ parameters  

If you want to process old data in EPV for WMQ please change the following parameters: 

 

1. If  the date of the data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the QDETDAYS 

parameter (DEFAULT:3 days) it is necessary to modify the QDETDAYS parameter to include 

the dates contained in the SMF data. 

2. If the date of the SMF data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the DETAIL 

parameter (DEFAULT: 60 days) it is necessary to modify the DETAIL parameter to include the 

dates contained in the SMF data. 

3. Modify the LOADSMF parameter from DEFAULT to FORCE if the data have been already 

loaded in the past. The setting to ‘FORCE’ allows to override the data already loaded in the 

QDETA database avoiding the possibility to have duplicate records. It is possible to do this 

using the EPV GUI or editing the CONFIG.pl file. 

4. Modify both the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE parameters to include the dates contained in 

the data. These parameters allows to generate HTML reports for the range of dates specified. 

Note that the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE should be changed only if you have an interest in 

seeing the Daily HTML pages of the old data. By default the old data are automatically 

included in the Daily, Weekly and Monthly Trend pages (if the date of the data is in the range 

of dates defined in the TREND, TRENDDAY and TRENDMON parameters of the 

CONFIG.PL member). 
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9.1.4 Changing EPV for zLINUX parameters  

In order to process old data in EPV for zLINUX  please follow these steps: 

 

1. If  the date of the ZVM data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the 

LDETDAYS parameter (DEFAULT:3 days) it is necessary to modify the LDETDAYS 

parameter to include the dates contained in the ZVM data. 

2. If the date of the ZVM data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the DETAIL 

parameter (DEFAULT: 60 days) it is necessary to modify the DETAIL parameter to include the 

dates contained in the ZVM data. 

3. Modify the LOADSMF parameter from DEFAULT to FORCE if the data have been already 

loaded in the past. The setting to ‘FORCE’ allows to override the data already loaded in the 

LDETA database avoiding the possibility to have duplicate records. 

It is possible to do this using the EPV GUI or editing the CONFIG.pl file; 

4. Modify both the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE parameters to include the dates contained in 

the ZVM data. These parameters allow to generate HTML reports for the range of date 

specified. 

Note that the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE should be changed only if you have an interest in 

seeing the Daily HTML pages of the old data. 

By default the old data are displayed in the HTML pages of the Daily,Weekly and Monthly 

Trend (always if the date of the data is in the range of dates defined in the TREND, 

TRENDDAY and TRENDMON parameters of the CONFIG.PL member). 

9.1.5 Changing EPV Graph for z/OS parameters  

In order to process old data in EPV Graph for z/OS please follow these steps: 

 

1. Set $RECOVERY=NO; 

2. Modify both the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE (or the @RPTDATES) parameters to include 

the dates contained in the data. The RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE parameters have to be 

changed if the dates are sequential, otherwise if the dates are not sequential the @RPTDATES 

has to be customized.  

3. If you want to produce daily trend graphics for dates older than 2 months modify the 

$MONTRND parameter accordingly. 

4. If you want to produce monthly trend graphics for dates older than 25 months modify the 

$TRENDMON parameter accordingly. 

9.1.6 Other modifications  

Before editing any batch it is necessary to check which Staging Database has to be processed. 

In order to analyze the general situation of the Staging Databases please follow these steps: 

 

1. Check in the Loader_Status table (inside the EPV_PARSERCONFIG DB) which Staging DB 

has to be processed by the product you want to run (ZOS/DB2/WMQ/ZLX). To make this you 

need to open your DB Client and to execute the following query: 

 

SELECT * FROM EPV_PARSERCONFIG.Loader_Status; 
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If the Loader_Status table shows that one  product  has to process more than one Staging DB it 

is necessary to understand which Staging DB contains the data you want to read. 

In order to understand which dates and systems are loaded in each Staging DBs it is necessary 

to execute the following query for each product: 

 

DB CLIENT EPV PRODUCT QUERY 

MySQL Epv for z/OS  

Epv for DB2 

Epv for WMQ 

SELECT DISTINCT 

DATE_FORMAT(SMFTIME,'%Y-

%m-%d') AS EPVDATE,SYSTEM  

FROM zparser_x.epv070_1_cpu 

 

MySQL Epv for zLINUX 

SELECT DISTINCT 

MTRSYS_SYSDATE, SYSTEM  

FROM zparser_x.d01r04_mrmtrsys 

 

SQL SERVER Epv for z/OS  

Epv for DB2 

Epv for WMQ 

SELECT DISTINCT 

SUBSTRING(SMFTIME,1,10) AS 

EPVDATE,SYSTEM FROM 

zparser_x.dbo.epv070_1_cpu 

 

SQL SERVER EPV for zLINUX 

SELECT DISTINCT 

MTRSYS_SYSDATE, SYSTEM  

FROM 

zparser_x.dbo.d01r04_mrmtrsys 

 

 

Once you verified which Staging Database to process please follow these steps: 

 

a. For each product you want to run, except EPV Graph for z/OS, create a copy of the 

NIGHTBATCH_productid_STAGE_RECOVERY.BAT member located in 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$ProfileName/Productid/PROCS  in the same folder; 

b. Rename the copied NIGHTBATCH_Productid_STAGE_RECOVERY.BAT (e.g. OLD_ 

NIGHTBATCH_Productid_STAGE_RECOVERY.BAT); 

c. Edit each NIGHTBATCH_productid_STAGE_RECOVERY.BAT  and add in place of 

“ZPARSER_1” the correct name  of the Staging DB identified in the previous steps. 

d. The following table shows how to modify the 

NIGHTBATCH_productid_STAGE_RECOVERY.BAT  of each product 

(EPVZOS/EPVDB2/EPVWMQ/EPVzLINUX). 

 

EPV Product BATCH How to modify.. 

EPV for z/OS NIGHTBATCH_ZOS_STAGE_RECOVERY.BAT 

 
NIGHTBATCH_ZOS.EXE 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename 

“SMF=ZPARSER_X”  “FORCE” 

EPV for DB2 NIGHTBATCH_DB2_STAGE_RECOVERY.BAT 

 
NIGHTBATCH_DB2.EXE 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename 

“SMF=ZPARSER_X”  “FORCE” 
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EPV for WMQ NIGHTBATCH_WMQ_STAGE_RECOVERY.BAT 

 
NIGHTBATCH_WMQ.EXE 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename 

“SMF=ZPARSER_X”  “FORCE” 

EPV for zLINUX NIGHTBATCH_ZLINUX_STAGE_RECOVERY.BAT 

 
NIGHTBATCH_ZLNX.EXE 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename 

“ZVM=ZPARSER_X”  “FORCE” 

 

9.1.7 Running 

Execute the NIGHTBATCH_productid_STAGE_RECOVERY.BAT of each product you want 

to run (eventually including EPV ZGRAPH). 

 

 

WARNING: Once you have processed the old data REMEMBER TO RESTORE ALL THE 

CHANGED PARAMETERS TO THE DEFAULT VALUES. 

 

DON’T FORGET TO DELETE THE MODIFIED NIGHTBATCH_productid.BAT AND TO 

RESTORE THE ORIGINAL NIGHTBATCH_productid_STAGE_RECOVERY.BAT COPY. 
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9.2 Loading old data 

In case it is necessary to recover data of several days we recommend to split the loading phase from the 

HTML phase. 

It would be a  good practice to run the load phase many times as there are the number of days to 

recover and, only once the loading phase has finished, to run the HTML phase. 

This practice avoids space problems and reduce the possibility of errors that would be difficult to 

overcome with a too large amount of data. 

 

In this chapter we discuss how to manually load old data. 

Depending on the products you have to run you have to perform the activities described in the next 

chapters. 

9.2.1 Changing EPV for z/OS parameters  

If you want to load old data in EPV for z/OS  please change the following parameters: 

 

1. Set $RECOVERY=NO; 

2. If  the date of the data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the MDETDAYS 

parameter (DEFAULT:3 days) it is necessary to modify the MDETDAYS parameter to include 

the dates contained in the SMF data. 

3. If the date of the SMF data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the DETAIL 

parameter (DEFAULT: 60 days) it is necessary to modify the DETAIL parameter to include the 

dates contained in the SMF data. 

4. Modify the LOADSMF parameter from DEFAULT to FORCE if the data have been already 

loaded in the past. The setting to ‘FORCE’ allows to override the data already loaded in the 

MDETA database avoiding the possibility to have duplicate records. 

It is possible to do this using the EPV GUI or editing the CONFIG.pl file. 

9.2.2 Changing EPV for DB2 parameters  

In order to load old data in EPV for DB2  please follow these steps: 

 

1. If  the date of the SMF data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the DETDAY 

parameter (DEFAULT:3 days) it is necessary to modify the DETDAY parameter to include the 

dates contained in the SMF data. 

2. If the date of the SMF data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the DETAIL 

parameter (DEFAULT: 60 days) it is necessary to modify the DETAIL parameter to include the 

dates contained in the SMF data. 

9.2.3 Changing EPV for WMQ parameters  

If you want to load old data in EPV for WMQ  please change the following parameters: 

 

1. If  the date of the data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the QDETDAYS 

parameter (DEFAULT:3 days) it is necessary to modify the QDETDAYS parameter to include 

the dates contained in the SMF data. 
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2. If the date of the SMF data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the DETAIL 

parameter (DEFAULT: 60 days) it is necessary to modify the DETAIL parameter to include the 

dates contained in the SMF data. 

3. Modify the LOADSMF parameter from DEFAULT to FORCE if the data have been already 

loaded in the past. The setting to ‘FORCE’ allows to override the data already loaded in the 

QDETA database avoiding the possibility to have duplicate records. It is possible to do this 

using the EPV GUI or editing the CONFIG.pl file. 

9.2.4 Changing EPV for zLINUX parameters  

In order to load old data in EPV for zLINUX  please follow these steps: 

 

1. If  the date of the ZVM data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the 

LDETDAYS parameter (DEFAULT:3 days) it is necessary to modify the LDETDAYS 

parameter to include the dates contained in the ZVM data. 

2. If the date of the ZVM data to be loaded is out of the range of days defined by the DETAIL 

parameter (DEFAULT: 60 days) it is necessary to modify the DETAIL parameter to include the 

dates contained in the ZVM data. 

3. Modify the LOADSMF parameter from DEFAULT to FORCE if the data have been already 

loaded in the past. The setting to ‘FORCE’ allows to override the data already loaded in the 

LDETA database avoiding the possibility to have duplicate records. 

It is possible to do this using the EPV GUI or editing the CONFIG.pl file; 

9.2.5 Other modifications  

Before editing any batch it is necessary to check which Staging Database has to be processed. 

In order to analyze the general situation of the Staging Databases please follow these steps: 

 

1. Check in the Loader_Status table (inside the EPV_PARSERCONFIG DB) which Staging DB 

has to be processed by the product you want to run (ZOS/DB2/WMQ/ZLX). To make this you 

need to open your DB Client and to execute the following query: 

 

SELECT * FROM EPV_PARSERCONFIG.Loader_Status; 

 

If the Loader_Status table shows that one  product  has to process more than one Staging DB it 

is necessary to understand which Staging DB contains the data you want to read. 

In order to understand which dates and systems are loaded in each Staging DBs it is necessary 

to execute the following query for each product: 

 

DB CLIENT EPV PRODUCT QUERY 

MySQL Epv for z/OS  

Epv for DB2 

Epv for WMQ 

SELECT DISTINCT 

DATE_FORMAT(SMFTIME,'%Y-

%m-%d') AS EPVDATE,SYSTEM  

FROM zparser_x.epv070_1_cpu 
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MySQL Epv for zLINUX 

SELECT DISTINCT 

MTRSYS_SYSDATE, SYSTEM  

FROM zparser_x.d01r04_mrmtrsys 

 

SQL SERVER Epv for z/OS  

Epv for DB2 

Epv for WMQ 

SELECT DISTINCT 

SUBSTRING(SMFTIME,1,10) AS 

EPVDATE,SYSTEM FROM 

zparser_x.dbo.epv070_1_cpu 

 

SQL SERVER EPV for zLINUX 

SELECT DISTINCT 

MTRSYS_SYSDATE, SYSTEM  

FROM 

zparser_x.dbo.d01r04_mrmtrsys 

 

Once you verified which Staging Database to process please follow these steps: 

a. For each product you want to run, except EPV Graph for z/OS, create a copy of the 

NIGHTBATCH_productid_LOAD.BAT member located in 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$ProfileName/Productid/PROCS  in the same folder; 

b. Rename the copied NIGHTBATCH_Productid_LOAD.BAT (e.g. OLD_ 

NIGHTBATCH_Productid_LOAD.BAT); 

c. Edit each NIGHTBATCH_productid_LOAD.BAT  and add in place of “ZPARSER_1”  the 

correct name  of the Staging DB identified in the previous step. 

The following table shows how to modify the NIGHTBATCH_productid_LOAD.BAT  of 

each product (EPVZOS/EPVDB2/EPVWMQ/zLINUX). 

 

EPV Product BATCH How to modify.. 

EPV for z/OS NIGHTBATCH_ZOS_LOAD.BAT 

 

NIGHTBATCH_ZOS.EXE 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename 

“SMF=ZPARSER_X”  

“SEQ=ParallelSequence_ZOS_LOAD” 

EPV for DB2 NIGHTBATCH_DB2_LOAD.BAT 

 

NIGHTBATCH_DB2.EXE 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename 

“SMF=ZPARSER_X”  

“SEQ=ParallelSequence_ZOS_LOAD” 

EPV for WMQ NIGHTBATCH_WMQ_LOAD.BAT 

 

NIGHTBATCH_WMQ.EXE 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename 

“SMF=ZPARSER_X”  

“SEQ=ParallelSequence_WMQ_LOAD” 

EPV for zLINUX NIGHTBATCH_ZLINUX_LOAD.BAT 

 

NIGHTBATCH_ZLNX.EXE 

$Path/USERPROFILE/$Profilename 

“ZVM=ZPARSER_X”  

“SEQ=ParallelSequence_ZLNX_LOAD” 
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9.2.6 Running 

Execute the NIGHTBATCH_productid_LOAD.BAT of each product you want to run. 

 

 

WARNING: Once you have processed the old data REMEMBER TO RESTORE ALL THE 

CHANGED PARAMETERS TO THE DEFAULT VALUES. 

 

DON’T FORGET TO DELETE EACH MODIFIED NIGHTBATCH_productid_LOAD.BAT AND 

TO RESTORE THE ORIGINAL NIGHTBATCH_productid_LOAD.BAT COPY. 
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9.3 Producing HTML Pages for old data   

In case it is necessary to recover data of several days we recommend to split the loading phase from the 

HTML phase. 

It would be a  good practice to run the load phase many times as there are the number of days to 

recover and, only once the loading phase has finished, to run the HTML phase. 

This practice avoids space problems and reduce the possibility of errors that would be difficult to 

overcome with a too large amount of data. 

 

In this chapter we discuss how to manually produce HTML pages for old data. 

Depending on the products you have to run you have to perform the activities described in the next 

chapters. 

9.3.1 Changing EPV for z/OS parameters  

If you want to produce HTML pages for old data in EPV for z/OS  please change the following 

parameters: 

 

1. Set $RECOVERY=NO; 

2. Modify both the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE (or @RPTDATES) parameters to include the 

dates contained in the data. The RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE parameters have to be changed if 

the dates are sequential, otherwise if the dates are not sequential the @RPTDATES has to be 

customized. These parameters allows to generate HTML reports for the range of dates 

specified. Note that the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE (or @RPTDATES) should be changed 

only if you have an interest in seeing the Daily HTML pages of the old data. 

By default the old data are automatically included in the Daily, Weekly and Monthly Trend 

pages (if the date of the data is in the range of dates defined in the TREND, TRENDDAY and 

TRENDMON parameters of the CONFIG.PL member). 

9.3.2 Changing EPV for DB2 parameters  

In order produce HTML pages for old data in EPV for DB2  please follow these steps: 

 

1. Modify both the RPTDB2S and the RPTDB2E parameters to include the dates contained in the 

SMF data. These parameters allows to generate HTML reports for the range of date specified. 

Note that the RPTDB2S and the RPTDB2E should be changed only if you have an interest in 

seeing the Daily HTML pages of the old data. 

By default the old data are displayed in the HTML pages of the Daily, Weekly and Monthly 

Trend (always if the date of the data is in the range of dates defined in the TREND, 

TRENDDAY and TRENDMON parameters of the CONFIG.PL member). 

9.3.3 Changing EPV for WMQ parameters  

If you want to produce HTML pages for old data in EPV for WMQ  please change the following 

parameters: 

 

1. Modify both the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE parameters to include the dates contained in 

the data. These parameters allows to generate HTML reports for the range of dates specified. 
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Note that the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE should be changed only if you have an interest in 

seeing the Daily HTML pages of the old data. By default the old data are automatically 

included in the Daily, Weekly and Monthly Trend pages (if the date of the data is in the range 

of dates defined in the TREND, TRENDDAY and TRENDMON parameters of the 

CONFIG.PL member). 

 

9.3.4 Changing EPV for zLINUX parameters  

In order to produce HTML pages for old data in EPV for zLINUX  please follow these steps: 

 

1. Modify both the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE parameters to include the dates contained in 

the ZVM data. These parameters allow to generate HTML reports for the range of date 

specified. 

Note that the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE should be changed only if you have an interest in 

seeing the Daily HTML pages of the old data. 

By default the old data are displayed in the HTML pages of the Daily,Weekly and Monthly 

Trend (always if the date of the data is in the range of dates defined in the TREND, 

TRENDDAY and TRENDMON parameters of the CONFIG.PL member). 

9.3.5 Changing EPV Graph for z/OS parameters  

In order to produce HTML pages for old data in EPV Graph for z/OS please follow these steps: 

 

1. Set $RECOVERY=NO; 

2. Modify both the RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE (or the @RPTDATES) parameters to include 

the dates contained in the data. The RPTEPVS and the RPTEPVE parameters have to be 

changed if the dates are sequential, otherwise if the dates are not sequential the @RPTDATES 

has to be customized.  

3. If you want to produce daily trend graphics for dates older than 2 months modify the 

$MONTRND parameter accordingly. 

4. If you want to produce monthly trend graphics for dates older than 25 months modify the 

$TRENDMON parameter accordingly. 

9.3.6 Running 

Execute the NIGHTBATCH_productid_HTML.BAT of each product you want to run. 

For EPV GRAPH execute NIGHTBATCH_ZGRAPH.BAT. 

 

 

WARNING: Once you have processed the old data REMEMBER TO RESTORE ALL THE 

CHANGED PARAMETERS TO THE DEFAULT VALUES. 
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10 Customer support 
 

For any technical problem with or question about EPV products write an email to: 

 

epv.support@epvtech.com  

 

For any other issue about EPV products please write an email to: 

 

epv.info@epvtech.com  

  

mailto:epv.support@epvtech.com
mailto:epv.info@epvtech.com
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Attachment A - Troubleshooting 
 

1) COMMON errors
7
 

 

# ERROR EXPLANATION ACTION 
 

1 

 

EPV process takes a lot of time. 

 

In some circumstances when 

the EPV is configured to use 

a remote DB server the 

entire EPV process can last a 

long time. This error can be 

caused by an invalid 

network configuration. 

 

 

You need to disable the TCP/IP 

autotuning opening a DOS window 

and typing the following command: 

Netsh  interface  tcp set global 

autotuninglevel=disabled 

 

 

2 

 

Stored Procedure Error: Column length too 

big for column (max=21845); use BLOB or 

TEXT instead 

 

This error occurs during the 

installation of the stored 

procedures in MySQLwhen  

the STRICT_MODE  option 

is enabled. 

 

 

Disable the STRICT_MODE option 

in the MySQL Advanced variables  

 

3 

 

MySQL crash during the EPV processes   
 
InnoDB is choosen as engine 

  
You need to reinstall all table as 

MyISAM table 

 

 
4 

 

Could not find a stored procedure 

 

 

 

Stored procedure is not 

installed 

 

Install needed stored procedures for 

your database backend as described 

in EPV documentation. 

 

 
5 

 
Cannot open DB Connection, too many 

connection (MySQL only) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On MySQL, you're exceeded 

the maximum limit of 

connection to your database 

 

Check your database backend 

configuration for the Max 

Connection parameter. Usually in 

MySQL you can find this parameter 

under the Network section of 

MySQL Administrator. 

 
6 

 

MS SQL Server reinstallation fails 

 

Reinstallation of MS SQL 

Server may fail if the 

package MSXML 6.0 isn’t 

correctly removed. 

 

Microsoft released a tool to remove 

MSXML 6.0. This tool is called 

‘Windows Installer Cleanup’  

(http://support.microsoft.com/kb/29

0301) 

 

 

 

                                                 
7
 Depending on the type of error, the COMMON errors can be in one or more products log folders. 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/290301
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/290301
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7 

 

Use of uninitialized value $number in numeric 

comparison (<=>) at 

C:/Perl/site/lib/Number/Format.pm line 541. 

 

It is a problem of the 

Format.pm module due to 

the fact that we’re trying to 

format a null value 

 

Contact the EPV SUPPORT 

to modify the Format.pm 

module  

 

8 

 

MYSQL errors n.10048 & n.10055 

 

MYSQL connection 

problem due to lack of 

Windows dynamic ports. 

It can be caused by a big 

number of connections 

established between few 

seconds 

 

Contact the EPV SUPPORT. 

Then, the following Windows 

commands could solve the 

problem. They will increase 

the number of dynamic ports 

up to 50000. 

 

netsh int ipv4 set dynamicport 

tcp start=10000 num=50000 

 

netsh int ipv4 set dynamicport 

udp start=10000 num=50000 

 

netsh int ipv6 set dynamicport 

tcp start=10000 num=50000 

 

netsh int ipv6 set dynamicport 

udp start=10000 num=50000 

 

 

2) EPV zParser  

 

 

EPV zParser – READER errors
8
 

 

# ERROR EXPLANATION ACTION 
 

1 
 

EPVzParser_XXX: EPVZP0000I: START 

EPVzParser FOR SMF - READING PHASE 

EPVZP0001I: END EPVzParser FOR SMF - 

READING PHASE 

Process closes immediately with no other 

messages  

 

 

No input file has been found 

 

Check that input files are in 

the right folder 

 

2 

 

EPVzParser_XXX: EPVZP0115E: Can't 

open 

$Path/PASSWORD/LICENSE_EPVZPARSE

R.EPV:No such file or directory 

 

Missing password  

 

 

Put the  password in the 

following path: 

$Path/PASSWORD 

 

 

3 
 

EPVzParser_XXX: EPVZP0930E: Your 

 

Wrong  password  

 

Contact the EPV support to 

                                                 
8
  The EPV zParser READER errors can be found in the EPVZPARSER_LOGS located  in the  following path: 

$$Path\USERPROFILE\PofileName \LOGS\EPVZPARSER_LOGS  
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installation is corrupted, please contact EPV 

support at EPVzParser.pl. 

 

 have a new correct password 

and put it in the following 

path: 

$Path/PASSWORD 

 

 

4 
 

EPVzParser_XXX: EPVZP0000E: Critic 

ERROR: 

 EPVZP0950E: Your license has expired, 

please contact EPV support at :EPVzParser.pl 

 

Expired password  

 

Contact the EPV support to 

have a new correct password 

and put it in the following 

path: 

$Path/PASSWORD 

 

5 
 

EPVzParser_XXX: EPVZP0331E: Invalid 

System Name at    

$Path/PRODUCTS/EPVZPARSER_V12/PA

RSER_READER\EPVzParser.exe>../PARSE

R_SOURCE/READER/EPVZPARSER_FUN

CTION.PL. 

 

The input file has an invalid 

format 

1. Verify if the FTP transfer 

was in binary mode. 

2. Verify if the input file 

was converted from VBS 

to UNDEFINED format. 

3. If  the format  it's ok, 

please contact the EPV 

support. 

 

6 
 

EPVzParser_XXX: 'x' outside of string in 

unpack at /<…\XXX\EPVzParser.exe> 

 

 

The input file has an invalid 

format 

 

1. Verify if the FTP transfer 

was in binary mode. 

2. Verify if the input file 

was converted from VBS 

to UNDEFINED format. 

 
3. if  the format  it's ok, 

please contact the EPV 

support. 

 
 

7 
 

EPVzParser_ZOS: APPLID=XXX - 

SMFMNDRL=YYY - SMFMNDCN=ZZZ 

This record is invalid: it requires MCTXXX 

and so it is lost! In order to collect it, please 

read at least one cics dictionary record. 

After that, run EPV zParser again 

 

The SMF file doesn’t 

contains CICS Dictionary 

records for the APPLID and 

MCT has been modified.  

 

Provide a SMF file containing 

CICS dictionary records for 

the APPLID. 

 

 

 

 

8 
 

EPVzVParser_XXX: Can't open dir $Path/ 

/USERPROFILE/$ProfileName/WORK/EPV

ZPARSER_WORK/XXX_WORK : No such 

file or folder 

 

The WORK area is not 

properly defined or is not 

accessible due to 

permissions problems. 

 

Modify the WORK area 

parameters by editing the 

SETTINGS.PL file or by 

using the EPV Customization 

GUI. Check permissions. 

 

9 

 

EPVzParser_XXX: Undefined subroutine 

&main: XXX called at 

$Path/USERPROFILE/XXX/ 

/EPVZPARSER/SMF/SMFForRequ.PL  

 

The module which contains 

the definition of the 

subroutine doesn’t exist in 

the SMFforRequ.PL 

 

Contact the EPV SUPPORT 

to introduce the calling of the 

module in the 

SMFForRequ.PL  
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10 
 

EPVzParser_XXX: EPVZP0186E: Invalid 

SMF record length: 0. Unable to find the 

control block, now stop reading.. 

 

 

 

 

 
The input file is not readable 

 

1. Verify if the FTP transfer   

was in binary mode. 

2. Verify if the input file 

was converted from VBS 

to UNDEFINED format. 

3. if  the format  it's ok, 

please contact the EPV 

support. 

 

10 
 

EPVzParser_XXX: | EPVZP0132W: 

This SMF dump 

($Path/EPVROOT/USERPROFILE/EPV/INP

UT/EPVZPARSER_INPUT/SMF_INPUT/X

XX) has already been parsed 
 

 

 

 

 

 
The input file has been 

already processed 

 

If you want to process twice 

the same input file change 

$ReadLog parameter from 

‘NODUP’ to ‘FORCE’ in 

$Path/EPVROOT/USERPRO

FILE/ProfileName/EPVZPAR

SER/CONFIG.PL. Then run 

EPVzParser_XXX again. 

 

 

11 
 

EPVzParser_XXX: | EPVZP0000E: 

Critic ERROR: Can't locate 

../PARSER_SOURCE/READER/EPVZPARS

ER_FUNCTION.PL in @INC (@INC 

contains: 

./../../..//PERL_MODULES/PERL_LIB_WIN/

lib C:/Perl/site/lib C:/Perl/lib .) at 

EPVzParser.pl. 

 

 

 

 

 
The 

EPVZPARSER_FUNCTIO

N.EPV misses in the 

$Path/EPVROOT/PRODUC

TS/EPVZPARSER_V12/PA

RSER_SOURCE/READER 

 

Put the 
EPVZPARSER_FUNCTION.

EPV in the 

$Path/EPVROOT/PRODUCT

S/EPVZPARSER_V12/PARS

ER_SOURCE/READER 

folder. Contact EPV 

SUPPORT if you don’t have 

this member. 

 

12 
 

EPVzParserDbFill_XXX: Cannot bulk load 

because the 

file"X:…/WORK/EPVZPARSER/XXX/Null" 

could not be opened. Operating system error 

code 3 (the system cannot find the path 

specified). 

 

 

The DBFILL process can’t 

load data into DB. Probably 

the DB Server is remote 

while the WORK area it’s 

not shared.  

 

Define a WORK folder as 

shared folder between the 

EPV Server and the DB 

Server by editing the 

SETTINGS.PL file or by 

using the EPV Customization 

GUI. 

 

 

13 
 

EPVzParserDBFILL_XXX:   
| EPVZP0000E: Critic ERROR: 

 DBI connect (xxxx) failed: Can't Connect to 

xxx at 

$Path/PRODUCTS/EPVZPARSER_V12/PA

RSER_READER/EPVzParser.EXE 

..PARSER_SOURCE/READER/EPVZPARS

ER _FUNCTION.PL  

 

The EPVzParserDBFILL 

process can’t load data into a 

DB because it’s not possible 

to connect to the DB 

 

Check if the connection to 

your DB is active and check 

the connection parameters. 
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14 
 

EPVzParserDBFILL:   

EPVZP4003E: Load Table: xxx 

failed:…Description: Bulk load data 

conversion error (truncation) for row x, 

column y (XXX) 

 

EPVzParserDBFILL can’t 

allocate the table because the 

definition of one of the 

table’s columns is wrong 

 

Contact EPV SUPPORT  

 

 

15 
 

EPVzParserDBFILL:   

EPVZP0006I: No data loaded, all the work 

files are empty. The WORK folder is 

$Path/EPVROOT/USERPROFILE/$Profile/

WORK/EPVZPARSER_WORK/SMF_WOR

K/Work 

 

The WORK directory is 

empty 

 

Please verify that the WORK 

directory is located in the 

same path defined in the 

SETTINGS.pl. Then verify  

that input file is inside the 

SMF_INPUT folder and run 

again the EPVzParser  

 

 

16 
 
EPVzParserDBFILL 
 EPVZP0007I: No data loaded for the other 23 

tables 

 

EPVzParserDBFILL process 

hasn’t loaded all the defined 

tables. 

 

 

It is not an error, just in 

information. If you want to 

load all the tables provide a 

more complete input dump 

 

EPV zParser – LOADER errors
9
 

 
# ERROR EXPLANATION ACTION 

 

1 
 

EPVzParserDbClear/DbFill_XXX:  
EPVZP0000E: Critic ERROR: DBI 

connect('database=EPV_X;host=localhost; 

port=1234','xxx',...) failed: Unknown database 

'epv_X' At  

/<$Profile\PRODUCTS\EPVZPARSER_V12\ 

PARSER_READER\EPVzParser.EXE>..EPV

ZPARSER _FUNCTION.PL  

 

 

The DB reported in the error 

doesn’t exist 

 

Create the DB. 

 

 

4 
 

EPVzParserDbDeaccum:   
Table XXX not found 

 

The DBDEACCUM doesn’t 

find the table to process 

because the 

EPVzParserDBFILL process 

has not be executed 

 

Execute the 

EPVzParserDBFILL process 

 

 

 

EPV zParser – AGENT errors
10

 

 

                                                 
9
 The EPV zParser LOADER errors can be found in the EPVZPARSER_LOGS located  in the  following path: 

$$Path\USERPROFILE\PofileName \LOGS\EPVZPARSER_LOGS 
10

 The EPV zParser AGENT errors can be found in the AGENT logs folder located  in the  following path: 

$$Path\USERPROFILE\PofileName \LOGS\EPVZPARSER_LOGS\AGENT_LOGS 
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# ERROR EXPLANATION ACTION 
 

1 

 

EPVzParserAgentsHandler: 
EPVZP6066E: Can't access to 

Agent_Resource table in the zParser Config 

DB. EPVzParserEndOfDay will not be 

launched. Try to send STARTBTC again later  

 

The Agent_Resource table 

of the zParser Config DB is 

not available. 

 

 

Check if the DB server is 

online and the connection 

available. If yes, send the 

STARTBTC flag file again. 

 

2 
 
EPVzParserDBFILL 

*** EPVZP6260E: Unrecoverable 

error(65280) received  from loading fase for 

"$Path/EPVROOT/USERPROFILE/ProfileN

ame/INPUT/EPVZPARSER_INPUT/SMF_IN

PUT/smfp.bin.1333014790", moving DUMP 

into trash folder 

 

 

EPVzParserDBFILL process 

has gone in error and the 

input file has been moved 

from the original INPUT 

folder to the Bad Recovery 

folder 

 

Move the input file from the 

Bad Recovery folder to the 

original INPUT folder to 

restart automatically the 

EPVzParserDBFILL process. 

 

3 
 
EPVzParserDBFILL 
 EPVZP0007I: No data loaded for the other 23 

tables 

 

EPVzParserDBFILL process 

hasn’t loaded all the defined 

tables. 

 

 

It is not an error, just in 

information. If you want to 

load all the tables provide a 

more complete input dump 

 

3) EPV for z/OS Plus
11

 

 
# ERROR EXPLANATION ACTION 
 

1 

 

All the EPVDCOL* tables are empty. 

 

 

 

DCOLLECT log file not 

loaded. 

 

 

Check if data are collected in  

EPV zPARSER. 

 

 

2 

 

Cannot bulk load because the file 

"X:/…/WORK/EPVZOS_WORK/ZWORK01

/TABMIPS" could not be opened. Operating 

system error code 3 (the system cannot find 

the path specified). 

 

 

The databases and the EPV 

products reside on two 

different machines  

 

Define a WORK folder as 

shared folder between the 

EPV Server and the DB 

Server. 

 

 

3 

 

Serial: XXXX is not recognized by EPV the 

power value for GCP pool capacity has the 

MIPS value missed. 

 

 

The machine model is not 

included in the MIPS 

TABLE. 

 

Identify the MIPS TABLE 

containing your machine 

model or edit the MIPS table 

to insert your machine model. 

 
 

                                                 
11

  The EPV for  z/OS Plus errors can be found in the product  logs located in the following path: 

$$Path\USERPROFILE\PofileName\LOGS\EPVZOS_LOGS 
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4 

 

No configuration data to report for date 

interval : YYY-MM-DD 

 

 

You are trying to produce 

reports for a range of dates 

not contained  into the 

MRESA.MEMO table. 

 

 

Set both $RPTEPVS and 

$RPTEPVE according with 

dates included in the DBs. 

 
 

 

5 

 

Can't Execute 'EXEC dbo.TRASPOSTA (MS 

SQL Server only) 

 

 

 

String concatenation error in 

Stored Procedure 

TRASPOSTA, caused by an 

excessive amount of data 

passed as input. 

 

 

 

Contact the EPV SUPPORT 

 

6 

 

EPVLOAD.EXE runs without error, but 

nothing happens. 

 

EPVLOAD.EXE can't find 

the Database due to network 

error (in case of remote 

database connection), 

misconfiguration of the 

$DBENGINE variable or 

misconfiguration of  the 

connection DB parameters  

in the SETTINGS.pl file 

located in the 

$Path\USERPROFIL 

 

E\$ProfileName\COMMON 

path. The same problem 

applies when MS SQL 

Server reach connection 

limit. 

 

 

Check that the $DBENGINE 

variable is equal to your DB 

name (MYSQL or  

SQLSERVER).Check if all 

the DB connection parameters 

in the SETTINGS.pl file are 

correct . If you're using MS 

SQL Server be sure to have a 

proper value on Connection 

Limit, check that the Allow 

Remote Connection is enabled 

and finally check the database 

name. 

 
7 

 

EPVLOAD.EXE failed with Access Denied 

error 

 

You don't have sufficient 

privileges on EPV Tables or 

you have a misconfigured  

DB connection parameters 

in the SETTINGS.pl file 

located in the following 

path: 

$Path\USERPROFILE\$Pro

fileName\COMMON path 

 

 

Create an EPV user with the 

correct privileges as described 

in EPV for z/OS Plus 

Installation manual and check 

the database connection 

parameters  in the 

SETTINGS.pl file. 

 

 
8 

 
EPVLOAD.EXE Data truncated for column 

'IFACPUS' at row 1 (MySQL only) 

 
You're using MySQL in 

strict mode. 

 

Edit MySQL configuration 

file (usually named my.ini), 

comment the sql-mode 

parameter. 

 

 
9 

 
The report for the last date loaded can't be 

 
Misconfiguration of 

 

Check the value set for the 
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found. $RPTEPVS and $RPTEPVE 

variables in CONFIG.PL 

 

$RPTEPVS and $RPTEPVE 

parameters, or set them to 

DEFAULT. 

 

 
10 

 

EPVLOAD.EXE hang at “Start table…”  (MS 

SQL Server only) 

 

The current table used by 

EPVLOAD.EXE may be 

locked by an orphaned or in 

held transaction. 

 

Run the command ‘sp_who’ 

inside your MS SQL Server 

management studio (as SA 

user), and check for process 

with BLK equal to ‘-2’.Then 

run ‘kill SPID’ where SPID is 

the PID number associated to 

the locking process. In case of 

in held transaction, commit, 

rollback or kill it. You can 

check how many entities are 

locked running ‘sp_lock’. 

 

 
11 

 

EPVLOAD.EXE There is already an object 

named '...' in the database. 

 

Another EPV process is 

running 

 

Check on Task Manager if 

another EPV process is 

running. 

 

 

12 

 

EPVLOAD.EXE Bulk load data conversion 

error (truncation) for row 1, column 2 

(ANYCOLUMNNAME).(MS SQL Server 

only) 

 

Log table space for the 

current database is 

exhausted 

 

Check that AUTOGROWTH 

is enabled under configuration 

in MS SQL Server 

MANAGEMENT CONSOLE. 

Check Disk Space available 

on MS SQL Server Data disk. 

 

 
13 

 

EPV MENU missing in the HTM report. 

 

Missing ZOS.txt file 

 

Check if the ZOS.txt file is 

present in the  following path: 

$Path\USERPROFILE\$Profi

leName\COMMON\HTM\ZO

SHTML. 

 

 
14 

 

EPVLOAD.EXE Bulk load data conversion 

error (truncation) for row 1, column 2 

(ANYCOLUMNNAME).(SQLSERVER 

only) 

 

 

 

 

Log Table space for the 

current database is 

exhausted 

 

Check that AUTOGROWTH 

is enabled under configuration 

in SQL SERVER 

MANAGEMENT CONSOLE. 

Check Disk Space available 

on SQL SERVER Data disk. 

 

 
15 

 

EPVLOAD.EXE Could not allocate a new 

page for database 'ZWORK' because of 

insufficient table space 

 

Table space for the current 

database is exhausted and 

autogrowth limit has been 

reached 

 

Check your table 

AUTOGROWTH 

configuration under SQL 

SERVER MANAGEMENT 

CONSOLE. Check Disk 

Space available on SQL 

SERVER Data disk. 
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16 

 
Compilation failed in require at..... 

 

Syntax or type error on user 

exits/configuration files. 

 

Please check the syntax of 

your configuration files/user 

exits. We suggest to start with 

CONFIG.PL 

 

 

17 
 
EPVHTML.EXE no data to report  for 

configuration interval 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Data loaded in database 

(SMF, DCOL, or IMS table) 

is not in range between 

$RPTEPVS and 

$RPTEPVE. 

 

 

Adjust $RPTEPVS and 

$RPTEPVE variables in 

CONFIG.PL. 

 
18 

 

EPVLOAD.EXE EPVLOAD stopped without 

a reason 

 

One of the EPVLOAD step 

died because of an error. 

 

Run EPVLOAD within 

windows shell (cmd.exe) to 

spot the problem, then report 

to EPV SUPPORT. 

 

 

19 
 

The process starts and ends immediately 

without creating the daily log folder 

 

 

 

This error can occur in 

different cases: 

1) Syntax errors in the 

CONFIG.PL 

2)Changed permissions of 

the CONFIG.PL 

 

 

1)Check inside the 

CONFIG.PL of the profile if 

there are syntax errors; 

2)Check the permissions of 

the CONFIG.PL 

 

20 
 

Error during the creation of a transpose table: 

DBD::mysql::db do failed: You have an error 

in your SQL syntax; check the manual that 

corresponds to your MySQL server version 

for the right syntax to use near 'ORDER BY… 

 

The DECLARE _Exsql 

VARCHAR and the 

DECLARE _sql VARCHAR 

of the ZOS_StoredProc.sql 

are to low and for this reason 

the select of the transpose is 

truncated 

 

Contact the EPV Support in 

order to increase these 

parameters 

 

 

 

4) EPV Graph for z/OS Plus
12

 

 

# ERROR EXPLANATION ACTION 
 

1 

 

The MHTMMIPD process takes a lot of time. 

 

Probably you set the 

ASCPUDET parameter to 

‘Y’. It will produce a graph 

 

Set the ASCPUDET 

parameter to ‘N’. 

                                                 
12

 The EPV Graph for z/OS Plus errors can be found in the product logs located in the following path: 

$$Path\USERPROFILE\PofileName \LOGS\EPVZGRAPH_LOGS 
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for each Address Spaces you 

have. 

 

 
2 

 

No configuration data to report for date 

interval : YYY-MM-DD 

 

 

You are trying to produce 

reports for a range of dates 

not contained  into the 

MCONF.SYSTEM table. 

 

 

Set both $RPTEPVS and 

$RPTEPVE according with 

dates included in the DBs. 

 
 

 
3 

 

Can't Execute 'EXEC dbo.TRASPOSTA 

(SQLSERVER only) 

 

 

 

String concatenation error in 

Stored Procedure 

TRASPOSTA, caused by an 

excessive amount of data 

passed as input. 

 

 

Contact EPV SUPPORT 

 

4 

 

EPV MENU missing in the HTM report. 

 

Missing GRAPH.txt file  

 

Check if the GRAPH.txt file is 

present in the following path: 

$Path\USERPROFILE\$Profi

leName\COMMON\HTM\ZO

SGRAPH. 

 

 

5 
 

The process starts and ends immediately 

without creating the daily log folder 

 

 

 

This error can occur in 

different cases: 

1) Syntax errors in the 

CONFIG.PL 

2)Changed permissions of 

the CONFIG.PL 

 

 

1)Check inside the 

CONFIG.PL of the profile if 

there are syntax errors; 

2)Check the permissions of 

the CONFIG.PL 

 

 

 

5) EPV for DB2 Plus
13

 

 

# ERROR EXPLANATION ACTION 

 
1 

 

Cannot bulk load because the file 

"X:/…/WORK/EPVDB2_WORK/DWORK01

/TABMIPS" could not be opened. Operating 

system error code 3 (the system cannot find 

the path specified). 

 

 

The databases and the EPV 

products reside on two 

different machines  

 

Define a WORK folder as 

shared folder between the 

EPV Server and the DB 

Server. 

 

 
2 

 

Can't Execute 'EXEC dbo.TRASPOSTA 

(SQLSERVER only) 

 

 

String concatenation error in 

Stored Procedure 

TRASPOSTA, caused by an 

 

Contact the EPV SUPPORT 

                                                 
13

 The EPV for DB2 Plus errors can be found in the product logs located in the following path: 

$$Path\USERPROFILE\PofileName\COMMON\LOGS\EPVDB2_LOGS 
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 excessive amount of data 

passed as input. 

 

 

3 

 

DBD::mysql::db do failed: Table 

'work901.stats1' doesn't exist at /<X:\ 

$Path\PRODUCTS\EPVDB2_V7\DEPVLOA

D.exe>DLOADACC.PL line 1620. 

 

 

Table EPV100_0_Stat0 

is empty or missing 

 

Verify that SMF data contains 

DB2 records. 

 

4 

 

EPV MENU missing in the HTM report. 

 

Missing DB2.TXT file  

 

Check if the DB2.txt file is 

present in the following path: 

$Path\USERPROFILE\$Profi

leName\COMMON\HTM\DB

2HTML  

 

 

5 

 

Serial: XXXX is not recognized by EPV the 

power value for GCP pool capacity has the 

MIPS value missed. 

 

The machine model is not 

included in the MIPS 

TABLE. 

 

Identify the MIPS TABLE 

containing your machine 

model or edit the MIPS table 

to insert your machine model. 

 

 

6 

 

DEPVLOAD.EXE runs without error, but 

nothing happens. 

 

DEPVLOAD.EXE can't find 

the Database due to network 

error (in case of remote 

database connection), 

misconfiguration of the 

$DBENGINE variable or 

misconfiguration of  the 

connection DB parameters  

in the SETTINGS.pl file 

located in the 

$Path\USERPROFILE\$Pro

fileName\COMMON path. 

The same problem applies 

when MS SQL Server reach 

connection limit. 

 

 

Check that the $DBENGINE 

variable is equal to your DB 

name (MYSQL or  

SQLSERVER).Check if all 

the DB connection parameters 

in the SETTINGS.pl file are 

correct . If you're using MS 

SQL Server be sure to have a 

proper value on Connection 

Limit, check that the Allow 

Remote Connection is enabled 

and finally check the database 

name. 

 

 

7 

 

DEPVLOAD.EXE failed with Access Denied 

error 

 

You don't have sufficient 

privileges on EPV Tables or 

you have a misconfigured  

DB connection parameters 

in the SETTINGS.pl file 

located in the following 

path: 

$Path\USERPROFILE\$Pro

fileName\COMMON path 

 

 

Create EPV user with the 

correct privileges as described 

in EPV for DB2 Plus 

Installation manual and check 

the database connection 

parameters  in the 

SETTINGS.pl file. 

 

 

8 

 

DEPVLOAD.EXE hang at “Start table…”  

(MS SQL Server only) 

 

The current table used by 

DEPVLOAD.EXE may be 

locked by an orphaned or in 

 

Run the command ‘sp_who’ 

inside your MS SQL Server 

management studio (as SA 
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held transaction. user), and check for process 

with BLK equal to ‘-2’.Then 

run ‘kill SPID’ where SPID is 

the PID number associated to 

the locking process. In case of 

in held transaction, commit, 

rollback or kill it. You can 

check how many entities are 

locked running ‘sp_lock’. 

 

 
 

9 

 

DEPVLOAD.EXE There is already an object 

named '...' in the database. 

 

Another EPV process is 

running 

 

Check on Task Manager if 

another EPV process is 

running. 

 

 
10 

 

DEPVLOAD.EXE Bulk load data conversion 

error (truncation) for row 1, column 2 

(ANYCOLUMNNAME).(MS SQL Server 

only) 

 

Log table space for the 

current database is 

exhausted 

 

Check that AUTOGROWTH 

is enabled under configuration 

in MS SQL Server 

MANAGEMENT CONSOLE. 

Check Disk Space available 

on MS SQL Server Data disk. 

 

 
11 

 

DEPVLOAD.EXE Could not allocate a new 

page for database 'WORK' because of 

insufficient table space 

 

Table space for the current 

database is exhausted and 

autogrowth limit has been 

reached 

 

Check your table 

AUTOGROWTH 

configuration under MS SQL 

Server MANAGEMENT 

CONSOLE. Check Disk 

Space available on MS SQL 

Server Data disk. 

 

 
12 

 
Compilation failed in require at..... 

 

Syntax or type error on user 

exits/configuration files. 

 

Please check the syntax of 

your configuration files/user 

exits. We suggest to start with 

CONFIG.PL 

 

 
13 

 
DEPVHTML.EXE no data to report  for 

configuration interval 

 

Data loaded in database 

(SMF, DCOL, or IMS table) 

is not in range between 

$RPTDB2S and 

$RPTDB2E. 

 

 

Adjust $RPTDB2S and 

$RPTDB2E variables in 

CONFIG.PL. 

 
14 

 

DEPVLOAD.EXE DEPVLOAD stopped 

without a reason 

 

One of the DEPVLOAD 

step died because of an 

error. 

 

Run DEPVLOAD within 

windows shell (cmd.exe) to 

spot the problem, then report 

to EPV SUPPORT. 

 

 

15 
 

The process starts and ends immediately 

without creating the daily log folder 

 

This error can occur in 

different cases: 

 

1)Check inside the 

CONFIG.PL of the profile if 
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1) Syntax errors in the 

CONFIG.PL 

2)Changed permissions of 

the CONFIG.PL 

 

there are syntax errors; 

2)Check the permissions of 

the CONFIG.PL 

4  

Error during the creation of a transpose table: 

DBD::mysql::db do failed: You have an error 

in your SQL syntax; check the manual that 

corresponds to your MySQL server version 

for the right syntax to use near 'ORDER BY… 

 

The DECLARE _Exsql 

VARCHAR and the 

DECLARE _sql VARCHAR 

of the DB2_StoredProc.sql 

are to low and for this reason 

the select of the transpose is 

truncated 

 

Contact the EPV Support in 

order to increase these 

parameters 

 

 

 

 

 
6) EPV for WMQ Plus

14
 

 

 

# ERROR EXPLANATION ACTION 

 
1 

 

No configuration data to report for date 

interval : YYY-MM-DD 

 

 

You are trying to produce 

reports for a range of dates 

not contained  into the 

QWMQS.WMQMSDT 

table. 

 

 

Set both $RPTEPVS and 

$RPTEPVE according with 

dates included in the DBs. 

 
 

 

2 

 

EPV MENU missing in the HTM report. 

 

Missing WMQ.txt file  

 

Check if the WMQ.txt file is 

present in the following path: 

$Path\USERPROFILE\$Profi

leName\COMMON\HTM\W

MQHTML 

 

 

4 

 

WMQLOAD.EXE There is already an object 

named '...' in the database. 

 

Another EPV process is 

running 

 

Check on Task Manager if 

another EPV process is 

running. 

 

 

5 

 

Can't Execute 'EXEC dbo.TRASPOSTA 

(SQLSERVER only) 

 

 

 

String concatenation error in 

Stored Procedure 

TRASPOSTA, caused by an 

excessive amount of data 

passed as input. 

 

Contact the EPV SUPPORT 

                                                 
14

 The EPV for WMQ Plus errors can be found in the product logs located in the following path: 

$$Path\USERPROFILE\PofileName\COMMON\LOGS\EPVWMQ_LOGS 
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6 
 

The process starts and ends immediately 

without creating the daily log folder 

 

 

 

This error can occur in 

different cases: 

1) Syntax errors in the 

CONFIG.PL 

2)Changed permissions of 

the CONFIG.PL 

 

 

1)Check inside the 

CONFIG.PL of the profile if 

there are syntax errors; 

2)Check the permissions of 

the CONFIG.PL 

 

7 
 

Error during the creation of a transpose table: 

DBD::mysql::db do failed: You have an error 

in your SQL syntax; check the manual that 

corresponds to your MySQL server version 

for the right syntax to use near 'ORDER BY… 

 

The DECLARE _Exsql 

VARCHAR and the 

DECLARE _sql VARCHAR 

of the WMQ_StoredProc.sql 

are to low and for this reason 

the select of the transpose is 

truncated 

 

Contact the EPV Support in 

order to increase these 

parameters 

 

 

 

 

 
7) EPV for zLINUX Plus

15
 

 

 

# ERROR EXPLANATION ACTION 

 
1 

 

No configuration data to report for date 

interval : YYY-MM-DD 

 

 

You are trying to produce 

reports for a range of dates 

not contained  into the 

LRESA.LPAR table. 

 

 

Set both $RPTEPVS and 

$RPTEPVE according with 

dates included in the DBs. 

 
 

 

2 

 

EPV MENU missing in the HTM report. 

 

Missing ZLINUX.txt file  

 

Check if the ZLINUX.txt file 

is present in the following 

path: 

$Path\USERPROFILE\$Profi

leName\COMMON\HTM\LN

XHTML 

 

 

3 
 

The process starts and ends immediately 

without creating the daily log folder 

 

 

 

This error can occur in 

different cases: 

1) Syntax errors in the 

CONFIG.PL 

2)Changed permissions of 

the CONFIG.PL 

 

1)Check inside the 

CONFIG.PL of the profile if 

there are syntax errors; 

2)Check the permissions of 

the CONFIG.PL 

                                                 
15

 The EPV for zLINUX Plus errors can be found in the product logs located in the following path: 

$$Path\USERPROFILE\PofileName\COMMON\LOGS\EPVZLINUX_LOGS 
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4  

Error during the creation of a transpose table: 

DBD::mysql::db do failed: You have an error 

in your SQL syntax; check the manual that 

corresponds to your MySQL server version 

for the right syntax to use near 'ORDER BY… 

 

The DECLARE _Exsql 

VARCHAR and the 

DECLARE _sql VARCHAR 

of the ZLNX_StoredProc.sql 

are to low and for this reason 

the select of the transpose is 

truncated 

 

Contact the EPV Support in 

order to increase these 

parameters 
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Related documentation 

The following manuals complement the information provided in this manual: 

 EPV Plus Products Installation and EXPRESS Customization 

 EPV for zParser V12 Installation and Customization 

 EPV for z/OS Plus V12 Installation and Customization 

 EPV Graph for z/OS Plus V12 Installation and Customization 

 EPV for DB2 Plus V7 Installation and Customization 

 EPV for WMQ Plus V2 Installation and Customization 

 EPV for zLINUX V4 Installation and Customization 

 Loading Data in EPV for z/OS 


